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Mary Ground rites 
combine Blackfeet, 
Catbolic influencesJ, . ' . \ . . 
By ERIK ZISSU : 
·1 ri l>unc SI a ff\'· r.i.tcr 

BROWNING - The wooden casket vered with a 
Hudson Bay blanket rested bel w th !tar during a 
ceremony that twinned Mary Catholic 

r~~~~~~~fu~~~ knowledge of~~~· , · . al Blackfe~t ~::. _ . 

At the stone Little Flower Ca·t~o Church off '· ! · 
Browning's main street, four tribal lders dressec\ in, . 
buckskin and he.1d~ressesjoined Hie clergy drc~se4". . · 
~) whii~ in rc111ert1~·ringthe IO'l-ye~-'6fd GrouJ~d.;m, · 

·who died last Wednesday. .:· , .. • . 
In his eulogy, Earl Old Person, a former chief of 

.the Blackfeet, said that Ground had always 
cherished her family. 

She made it a point to give every grandchild an 
Indian name, he said. 

"As long was we knew she was living, that gave us 
strength," Old Person said. "Those things that she 
believed in will continue on" in her family. 

He finished his eulogy with Ground's victory song_. 
and then was joined in by the Qther elders as he sang 
asongofhonorforhe~ 

Lined up with drums in hand, the buckskin-clad 
elders stood on one side of the narrow raised stage, 
separated from the Catholic priest near the altar by a 
life-size Jesus on the cross. 

In the audience, squirming in the arms of their 
parents and wriggling off the hard-backed church 
pews, the youngest descendants of Ground were 
oblivious to the blanket·cloaked casket. 

For the better part of the afternoon funeral service, 
a man seated near the rear of the church had 
alternately pleaded with and chided his young 
daughter and son to sit still and be quiet. 

Now he turned to his seatmate and gently touched 
his daughter's straight black hair. 

"This is the sixth generation of Mary Ground," he 
said , holding up the chin of the girl and looking into 
the wide brown eyes. 

The children, he added, promise to increase the 
already large legacy of Ground. 

Ground's family, which numbers 410 living 
desceI).dents over six generations, fed the Browning · 
community Sunday during a day of celebrations in 
her honor. The ceremonies culminated Monday with 
the formal funeral and burial. · 

Before the funeral; some 250 to 300 friends and 
relatives gathered at the Eagle Shield Senior 

· Citizens Center. There they filed past an open casket 
and mourned in· groups or alone. . . ' .' 

Inside the casket was a photograph of Ground, 
who was born in Alberta to family of Blackfeet 
Indians in the fall of what is believed to be 

Sec GROUND, lOA 
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Blackfeet tribaI' 'elders 'honor the· late · ·Mary "'Ground ~th a traditional song during the ! 
funeral for the 107-year-old Blackfeet matriarch Monday in Browning. .:· · · 
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Matriarchfremembered i 
. f \: • I J..~-'.f~~ ·~ ~ J.,_. 

FROM IA '1 . ~: u~ ~t),:~ about herfearforherfamily. '"• ·' 
1882. She was given : the · ~Indian She worried that after she v-Jas 
name of Grass Woman. ..· ; :J?·· gone the family would be scattered,' 

·Sitting on a couch opposite. from he said. She had always told her 
~ the casket was one of Mary descendants that they must ~tay t~ 
f Ground's 11. daughters, Gertrude gether in ord~r to endure. · 
l. Heavy Runner. "There will never be When asked if this fear was ·warl another ·Mary ·Ground," she said. · ranted, Eugene Ground . look.ed at 

"Nobody could ever take her place.'' those around him and told of how at 
, Many people visited the Blackfeet least 50 grandchildren went to the 
· ~eseivation and Browning, its larg- hospital the day that Mary Ground 

est town, to talk with her ·mother. died. The family will stay together, 
; Heavy Runner, 66, said, There wer~ he said. · · .. · 
: journalists, historians and anthro- Followi~g the funeral service, a 

i. pologists who sought informa.tion len~hy line of cars and pickups 
on the Blackfeet's heritage froqi th~ trucks headed to the Browning · 
woman who ·acquaintances say· Catholic Cemetery, where Mary 
possessed a versatile mind and a Ground's husband, John Ground, 
love of lore. . . '. ... ,was. buried in 1953. · 

But no one could capture her .~ On .the fringes of the . town, a 
wealth of experience and knowl- · group of about 100 people huddled · . 
edge, Heavy Runner said. And now, in the biting north wind. Dogs~ · 
she . added, "it's a great big book howled in the near distance. Along 
that's come to close." the road near the cemetery, the line · 

One of Mary Ground;s two sons, of vehicles sat idling, their exhausts · 
Eugene, said he· was glad that his sending out smoky tajls. 
mother would not have to suffer any As the last drops of freezing Holy 
longer. The frailties of old age were Water were sprinkled on the casket, 
painful, he said. the crowd quickly dwindled. 

As he stood with his back to her Several family members watched 
casket, first crying and then laugh- as Mary Ground was lowered next 
ing at his recollections of her, to her husband and they added 
Eugene Ground, 63, said that his blankets and traditional bundles to 
mother had spoken to him once the disappearing casket. 

..- ·t · 

, . . Tribune Photo by Stuart S. Wh~· 

A c~mbined Blackfeet·; and Catholic procession le~ds' ·the · .... · 
\ casket of Mary ·Grouncr at funeral services in Browning ott; ': 
· Monday. •. · ~' -': 
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M8fy · Gr04n(f'~]spi r!,(liv~s 
·· ·n 7/1 hiliCdeSC:endahts . ··· . Q w"®esctay evening, Feb,;,,.jy. '. -~Ory weji acquainted wit'ii 'S<?me of · B-~nk" C. andkJohnu.wl ouldbohveto
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ut ', 
· · --r h f' · J · · · h" · .:1 . a ree un or .a u , 7, a ~hapter m the ~1story books~ ' ·, , ~ e .. •.rst esuits m .t. }~/ .. area . h' ... - h .. moved into·. town . . 

the Blackfeet Nauon came to ,-a · mcludmg Father Dammiam and _ wD e.I} ~Cehy. u· · 
1952 

_ 
• · · -· - · · -• · 1· " unng nstmas me m , · . 

close with the passing qf Mary;( Fathe~ Pr~~o. She attende4 fChoo 1 h b · · .11 nd the-n . died'. 
G d - · tP_ .. · ~:t" · at the · Mission for about -6 years 0 n ecame 1 a . -

· roun .· · - .. "''"' :· · . ·i!'. · - · · . · . , -~~·~' · . , - h ti thereafter of a cerebral 
Th~ .. Jribe's .. oldes_t .;,m_alnarcl\ :·, an~ actually was an mterpr~iter . ~or- ". s ~ ~ha e in Jan of 1953. ~:. -

passed. .away at a~,ut. 8 ;p.m. at. the<'. the school staff as they .w~1~ :with . , h-~D 0 
. ~953 M uarywould start to·- . 

. . Blackfeet Community Hospital,' · the Blackfeet. :-.~~ -- · - : .'· ~g 3.!'f . ;i . 
~ '. after living a life that saw her reach · · Mary was married to~~ John ·_ ._ live m ~er Brownmg home tha~ ~s · : fi theage,of107.., : ·. , , .:-;. -·_ _ _.,: __ , Gr~undin 1899at. theMissiq~,and . located1ustwest?ftheol4M,asom.c,:;; 
j · - -~ Ma~Y,'\ w_as : .~uried this pa~t -__ · : .ber youth at the time was e'dent. .· .:·emple. Sh_~ . hved. th_:S~. u.~~1\~ - .; ·-

"-J.: Mon~y m traditional and Catholic She has_ often told. how she ~ck.ed _: ·entering ·the Blackfoer Nurs111g }~· · 
.. ceremonies that took the better pan · .... hei:: rag dolls when she lefc wt th . "Home in 1983 at the age of IOl~'. '"'.·~->. -, 

'.

,- < of the afternoon at the Little Flower ... John, an~ when they went to·town, ·: During the period before entering - ~· 1· 
. , · ~·.{~ Church, and th~n pr.oceeded to _the . her .wed~mg present was "all of.~e- , , the nursing home. Mary w~ ·quite .)~ 

· : ·'_:. Browning · .. Cath?ltc Cemetery, ,' candy s~t: .wanted from the store. ·· · .~ndependent..She would SJ>C¥ day~ - ;. 
::' where she was laid to rest _next t~ John and Mary.spent ~me ~f ~e :at her own . home,- choppii)g her . 
'." her husband John in a wooden early part of therr marriage hvm~ -own wood, and doing chores~und 
'·~ casket that had been draped with a on what was called Whi~er R~.w, : her place. In the evenin_gs she 
. Hudson Bay bl~et John Ground as ~ohn wo~ked on an ·rrngat10.n would then go and stay wi_th her 

. ._ . died in 1953. _ project. It was then on to therr children and - eventually her 
\ Before .the funeral, s.ome 3~0 original allo1:'11ent on Cut ~ank grandchildren. · . -·:- ·: .;- · _;,;:;. ·: _ 
-,1 people, friends and relat.Jves, paid Creek up a~ve Starr School where Throughout her. li_fe Mazy . w~s 
.. their respects as they filed past the ·they would hve and ranch together . active in politics. and as she has 
,:·open casket at the Eagle Shield for the next fifty years. ·,, told family members, was.- very 
. Senior Citizens Center. · - The . two were always active in excited when they found out that .. 

, ~ - · O~ Sun~ay, the · huge Ground community ··affairs and function~, they :would be able to: ,vote. She ; 
•.;; family, which numbers well over and . w~re known for their was · . .,_very ·concerned that they . : 
.~ 400, , ·held a celebratio~ in her hospltahty and openness. Many would. do it right, so the first time 
- honor -and had a feed for the young peopl.e lived ~d St;iy~ with _John and I voted, we filled in every 
.- community. _, . them fr~m t.Jme to ~~e~ and it was square with an X so we didn't miss 
. Mary. whose traditional name common to see .vlSltors from anything or anyone.~ By the time 
· was "Grass Woman:' and who was around the reservation, from other the next election rolled around, they ~ 

--~-=-_eJso '. ·.kn°;~!l'.-.J.o. \ .. 'ey~r.yo?e ~ _ as__ ; re~~q1ati:~ .. ~d ~:{:om>~~-3~~.-f~ '1ad figured out their.w.is·~~ami: _; 
: -. _Grandma __ wa~ . .e~log1zed_; at .._!~.e , ~-;erco ..... ~~ ~ .~~ .l!~e~ -": ::·· '_~ ::; .-.. / aftive Jove._lor politics "-'.8$ -~--~ , ~· · 

funeral by Earl Old Person· . ..--Otd -· -~t · ~ · . ~- - --. ·· . .. Mary · was always reg1sten~g ~ 
. · Person brought out the fact that ·. voters, she carried the forms with 

Maiy cherished her family. and that her most of the time. When it came 
. family ·strength was -. evident ''To k_.now fjrantfma's _ to her own politics she was a 

Monday, as a matter of fact, Mary's staunch Republican. and at the 
family it seems was perhaps bigger fife is to {now lier cfrifdren . same time had a great love for 
than even she realized. In .looking at ana granacliiUren. Sfie is Democratic presidents. She always 
the feeling· and reaction in this tfiem ana we a. re lier. Sfie talked about Franklin D. Roosevel t 
community, Grandma Ground. was and John F. Kennedy. Mary also 
a ' ·parental, traditional and . fias not {ejt any of us - '. admired Richard Nixon, "After all 
in<"nir<>tinn<>l · innu.,.nr,,. nn m!:lnv nf 

~as< 
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·:.~ .~Grandma"._ wa~ . .e~logized;' at_~p~e·, ':":'f(~~~ ~ ·~~ ~~C-,'· .. _ ·: .. ' ·~~;..>· .a.:ctive Jove.lex politics v.;a~ _~: ·; . 
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-. funeral by Earl Old Persorr.<Ctd · . . .. ':~~ 't~1 ,,_~ ·: ~ . )l · · · _ ... Mary -was a.lways reg1sten~g \ 
. · Person brought- out the fact that · voters, she earned the forms with 

Maiy cherished her family, and that her most of the time. When it came 
. family strength was ~ evident ·rro K_now (jranama's to her own politics she was a 

Monday, as a matter of fact. ~ary's staunch Republican, and at the 
family it seems was perhaps bigger fift is to fcrr.ow fi.e.r c.fiiUfren same time had a great love for 
than even she realized. In _looking at ancf grancfcliiltfren. Slie is · Democratic presidents. She always 
the f ecling and reaction in lhis talked about Franklin D. Roosevelt 
community. Grandma Ground. was t.ftem ancf we· are lier. Slie and John F. Kennedy. Mary abu 
a · ·parental, traditional· and . lias not feft ariy of us - .:'.' admired Richard Nixon, "After all 

... inspirational ·influence on many of onCiy :sliarea liersdve.s. in a·, . this mess he is in is over, he will 
! this community's "children." · be remembered as a great man. He 

~ 7 
Her story is one that cannot be tfi.ousana separate ways. ·j. is the first president to get us into 

told in its entirety in a newspaper. . n·~ r.. _ r_ c. · · JI. r: _ · China, and that was a major step 
· ~ But with ·the hetp· of some family .. >" ·yvn.en you wol\..i.nto .'(.JU. . • for our country.• History will 

members. maybe we can feel the :f faces of all of us Ii.ere probably prove her correct · · 
~sc_rice ··or a life ~at touch~ an~ . . . . totfay .;. lier cliuaren, lier:· . ~· ... · Orie of the things that Mruy and 

, mf.luenced so _many~ . _, · -. ._; · . 'f.. - · ' .. :: . John would do that they enjoyed 
!,·-- ~· ·. grarufcfiifu.ren • tliere you · was to move up to East Glacier in 

wif[ fintl Mary (jrountf. ~. "" .. -. th~ summers .where they would 
$( -;~> · ··• ._, - ·:-- <· . - ~;<· · work · for the Great Nbrthern 

" ' · · · .;:-.. · · ~ -.. Railroad greeting tourists and 
· · performing traditional dance . 

It was at their home on Cut Bank During _those times, thef were 
Creek that the 14 Ground children meet many dignitaries a .. d 

· were born. The oldest was-'Isabelle-'-·· celebrities. P~ple like Preside- ' 
. who died at the age of 18 . . Amy Taft and mo~1e star G~ Co?p~ 
married Jim White Grass; and . n~t to m~nuon .becoming fnen 
always . lived near her parents at . . With LoUie B. Hil~. the ht?3d of 
Starr School she died .in 1976. . Great Northern Railroad . . 
Cecile married Carl Schildt and is - "It seems like over · the yea rs 
Mary's oldest living_ child: at _the age_ whoever . she came in contact. with 
0 (90. Susie was married ·10 'Jim · became her personal friend. 

· · Owens and she passe4 away in Grandma had th,at ability to make 
. ·1969. Rosalia married JJm Walters people comfortable and at ease,'' 

·-r-: · and she died in 1954 . . ifour other - said Mary Ellen LaFromboise. 
daughters died as s~l children, and Those friendships range4 from the 
one· other daught~r. Abby·, died reservation to Cut Bank to around 

··" ~;· when she was 16. The four babies the United States~ . · . 
· · .i'. were named Onita, ·_.Katherine, · Some of . the many long-tim ~ 

l: Elizabeth and Margaret.·::.ir--·-· friendships she shared with folks in < <$. After ten daughters, Grandpa and · · Cut Bank included . people like 
, ·· q\ · · . . n.r . . .,.'!'.~ ·. Grandma Ground had a Sbn, he was Walter Freed, John Moore, Juliu s 

l
. ·. \ (,;- '.-_.) ...... : .. ~.YL .ia.TY, tn 194.0 . · named John after: his dad. John Pfifer who leased her land and 
·· married Evelyn Kittson ' and they Wilbur Warner: .. 
t: •< ~ .. f:. Mary_ w'as born near the Belly have carried the · name of John Friendships were· made all over 
t .' -.'_', River, hi what is now Alberta; .'. Ground to the fourth generation. the country as Mary used to travel 
1 • - ,. Canada. Her birth year, 1882, was Gertrude married Eugene Heavy and love doing so. Port Orchard . 
: . -~~': approximated from church records 'at Runner and had the largest family. Washington was one of her favorite 
·'. ·:; /"..the Holy Family Mission, and it)s Eugene, the second son, married . places to· travel to as she would stay 

:-::·_ ·; -- thought that in all probability, she Imelda Tucker. Grace was the baby with her daughter Susie Owens . ;·: · > was some years older than 107. ~~. : of the family and·marrie.d Clarence She made the trip-<~very year from 
_. . ;__ One of Mary's earliest memories No Runner. Grace died in 1984. the 1950's to 1969. · 
.':. t,.: seems to be when she was about~- . . From this - ~mmediatc_ Jarnily, The PowWow circuit was no 

.i years old. She has told folks that : Mary would ijve to :see ~e 475 stranger to Mary as she would be 
. :.,, she can recall coming across from ,.~ lives that would become the seen all over the Western United 
· ·,. Canada travelling on a travois, am:I;( grandchildren~ :great grandchildren States and · Canada at such events 
· ·~'. after _ coming to this area began and great great grandcJ:illdren of the until· way . into her 90's. Mary 

. · ·'. : .living with the Sherman family! - ~~ : · :. Ground family . that COY,~ over six . would never stay in a motel, but 
_'..: was said "! ~ve been a busy ~?- " .. generations. F~m. th~ ~ulogy: "To ·instead would. always set up camp. 
;. of tt:ayel with . the Shennans ~ .. ~~l.\'.:, ~: know Grandmas ~e ~ to know hez She was always prepar~ and loved 

.spent.a good deal . of time moving:9;_ ... ·children and grandchildren~. She is it as welt :.. . . .. :.. . 
from -the ·Browning. area to :the:t· them and we are her:~i she· has not Much has ·been written about 
· L~e Belt )fountains, they s~ined.t.' left any of~ .. -us .. , .; · ' 9.nly" .. shared. Mary Ground, · and h~r long lif~: 
to be ·on the move quite a Iot._ ·•.-.,;.-,:<1> · herselves in .... il::thou8and ~.arate Spanning ."six · ·generations it 
~~. Mary . was about 10 years"·-... ways. When you look into the fa~ attracted journalists, historians and 

old, she. began to go to school at :· of all of us ·here . today - her. anthropologists who wanted to 
the Holy FamJly~Mission. She was children, her grandchildren - there record her stories and philosophy 
very ~ood at reading, writing and you will find Mary Ground." . for posterity. But, instead of 
speaking Eng~~ and she became . · . :f .. »· · 

. ':' 
I , Afa1fj'qrOunc£ "(jrass 'Woman" 1882 - 1990 
I . . 
l r~ordin.g it in some way, she chose background, rather, an attempt to Bundle, that brought her and John 
l to pass it on first hand through her enlighten. To' share · some of the to the forefront of cultural and 

family. · · · . facts of her long and meaningful traditional ceremonies~ are not dealt 
, t.. 1:~is br.ief a~d simple look at a life. Some of the facts, such as with in depth. J1tere are many other 
\ ~ery spec1~ woman is not.intended Maiy being an experienced midwife, . . facets of this incredible Jady that 

o c~·~ . a comple~~ . historic.al an~ a keeper o~· the Medicine Pipe . could also :- be brought to . 
rt:- · '<1 · ·:~: >· ., · · · · ·· · .· , .. · acknowledger:j~t Perhaps that is a 

··- :" :~ 

work that is 9otof this day but of 
another. · · .. :>i · · : ' · · 

: '~ . ~~~->:-_:: .: . .. 
' . ~ ~~.. I - ~ _. 

" . For now we wHI console her 
family, keep Mary in our hearts and 

· thoughts, and wish her welLon her 
journey in that· next existenc~ as 
she walks with her Creator and her 
God. "A woman who had the 
greatest gift of. true spirituality, 
who was at home with her Indian 
prayers and with her rosary beads." 

Mary Ground 1_882-1990. 
.; ,·· > .{, 

. Mary in t~ 1960's 



Historiographical Essay 

A111erican ~ · 

Environmental History: 

'.The Development 
v 

of a New Historical Field 

Richard White 

The rmlhor i5 a memlxr of the history defJarfmenf in the L'nir1rr
sity of Utnh . 

0 VER THE LAST hundred years some of the classic works in 
\merican history have dealt with the relationship between the 
fla tural environment and American society, but environmental 
hi1; tory as a distinct field is a far more recent development. Early 
orks on the environment clustered in western history. Frederick 

.1 'kson Turner in "The Significance of the Frontier in American 
History" and Walter Prescott Webb in The Great Plains m ade the 
hysical environment central to their analyses. Lat.er, James 
lalin rejected the often crude environmental determinism of 

Webb and Turner, and attempted instead to engage in an ecologi-
r. I analysis which stressed the complexity and interdependency 
\ the relationship between human social institutions and na
ure. Malin is a likely founder of modem environmental history, 

1t he himself disclaimed the description of his work as ecologi
r. 1 history. After Malin, direct examination of the historical re la-
. nship between society and the natural environment lan-
11 ished. Western history itself declined in influence during the 

I fiOs, and although younger scholars within the field continued 
do significant work on environmental topics, western histo-
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rians no longer dominated , let alone monopolized , historica 
thought. on the environment. 1 

The genesis of environmental history in the late 1960s aro 
out of political and intellectual history. The field took its shapr 
largely from two works: Samuel Hays's Conservation and the Gosp. ·, 
of Efficiency (1959) and Roderick Nash's Wilderness and the Amm 
can M ind (1967). Both books grew rather logically from main· 
stream works in political and intellectual history, fields which i 
the 1950s and 1960s possessed an influence and vitality weste 
history lacked. Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency represen · 
a reinterpretation of the Progressive movement then central 1 

the works of Hays and other political historians. Hays was nllf 
interested in conservation for its own sake but rather as a revea 
ing example of the "larger political structure of the Progressi' 
era." Hays, however, by presenting conservation as the quihl~ 
sential Progressive movement brought scholarly interpretatio 
of conservationists into an entirely new focus. Conservationi 
were trained experts concerned with the efficient, scientific rl 

1This essa y will large ly consider works publi shed ;:i fter 1972. For earlier works on fl"' 
servalion, see Lawrence Rakestraw, "Conservation History: An Assessmenl," Pncifir /1-
torical Rn1irw, XU (1972), 271-288. I ma ke no claims lo comprehensive cover<1ge o ,.t 

the books which might fa ll within the definition of environme nta l hi story. Jn p<111irult 
numerous sludies of government agencies, private corpora lions, and conservalion 11 , 

niz;:ition s are not included here. For an excellent bibliography of conservation histon, ¥' 

Ronald J. Fahl, North Amrrican Forest nnd Conservatinn History: A Bibliogmphy (Sant;t · 
bara, Calif: ABC-Clio Press, 1976). Also very useful is the excellent recent encyclor 
issued by the Forest History Society: Richa rd C. Davis, ed., Encyclopedia of Amerir.nn 
and Comervntion History (2 vols., New Yo rk : Macmillan Publi shing Co., 1983). I have ~ 
for lac k of space. neg lected much of the journal literature. Three journals in p<1 rt irn 
regu larly publi sh a rti cles in environmental histor y: Journnl nf Forrsl History, Envirm1.mr 
R11 11U>w, and the Pnrifir Historirnl Rr11irw. Finally, the recen t wor ks of the m ost eclectlC J 

imagina tive of e nviron mental sc ho lars, Pa ul Shepard, simpl y proved unclassifiable. 
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vr lopment of the countr y. Na tu re to them was a co llec tio n of rc 
ources to be ration a ll y ex plo ited . 2 

S!milarly Wddern.Pss and the AmPrican Mind did not represent a 
ad1cal departure from existing work in intellectua l history. In 

ma ny ways it continued in a line of studies ranging from H~nrv 
~ash Smith's Virgin Land through Leo Marx's ThP Marhim in t1/r 
;rmien which sought to use American conceptions of nature to 

inte rpret American culture or character. Wha t set the rook apart 
as Nash's concern with wilderness ra ther than with the rura l, 

p. storal landscape and the attention he paid to those who saw 
positive value in wilderness and sought to preserve it. Wilderness 

r Nash, like conservation for Hays, was, however, the mea ns to a 
· rger end. Nash's goal was to reveal that elusive entity, the Amer-
i ll n mind. 3 ' 

~~at made these two books more than simply major wo rks in 
· ~ 1stmg field s was the contempora neous rise of the e nvironmen 
;11 movement. Environmental problems achieved a new urgency 
n the.1960s and 1970s, and environmentalists reac hed a po litica l 

J ommence that could not be ignored. Roderick Nash in pa rticu
r.ir recognized the significa nce of these developments. He called 

r the teaching of environmental history and has continued to 
update his book to include contemporary thinking about" iJder
n ss. Through Nash, and those authors who followed his lead, 
rm ironme~tal history as a self-proclaimed new field emerged on 

e academic scene deeply involved with, if not married to, mod
n environmentalism. 4 

.Environ.mental history thus initially represented la rgely the po-
1cal and mtellectual history of the environmental movement and 

For a fuller discussion of Webb and Turner, see Frederick C. Luebke's introduc 
essay in Brian W. Blouet a nd Frederick C. Luebke, eds., TIU' Great Plains: Environmrnl·· 
Culture (Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, 1979), ix-xx vi ii . For Malin, see Ro~ 
Swierenga's introduction to James C. Malin, History and Ecolog)1: Stu.diRs of the Gm • 
(Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, 1984), xiii -xx ix . The particular works I ha\r " 
mind here are Frederick Jackson Turner's essays on the frontier, including his fa 
hypothesis "The Significance of the Frontier in American History," in Annual Rf'fJort 
American Historical Association for 1893 (Washington , D.C., 1894), 197-227, and Tu r 
later essays reprinted in The Frontier in American Hi~tory ( 1920; New York : Holt , Rine 
and Winston, 1962); Walter Prescott Webb, The Grrnt Plains (Boston : Ginn, 19 '.~l l .,. 
J ames C. Malin, The Grassland of North America: Prol.egomrnn to Its History ( 1947 ; Glouct'I"°' 
Mass.: Peter Smith , 1967). An exception to the languishing interest after Malin W;lS Rr 

! amuel P H;iys. Consrrvation nnd thr Cns/1P/ nf F.ffirir11cy: Thr Pro~rrHi 1'P Cnn.1rn•atirm 
, 

1 
'1 'f'.ment., 1890 -1920~ 1959 ; Ne"". York : A th ~.neurn . 19i5). T he quote' is from t he preface 

~ rhrs Alheneu~11 ed~t1on . Roderick Nash, it1'dn11 P.H and thr Amnirrm /\finrl ( ~lrd ed., New 
t rven : Yale Uni vers ity Press, 1982). 

1

'.~~nry Nash Sm.it h , Virgin Lanrl: The Amnirnn Wrsl as Symhol 11nd M_Yfh (Cambridge. 
l ' ·· Harvard L n1:·ers1t y Press. 1950); Leo Marx . Thr ,\ fochine in th r Cardm : Trrhnolo.{[Y 

L. Ke lle y, Gold vs. Grain: The Hydraulic Mining Controversy in California'.s Sacramr11to 1;. ·,.. 
(Glenda le , Ca lif.: A. H. Cla rk Co., 1959). 

1d thr Pastoral ldml m A mrnra (Ne v; York: Oxford Universitv Pre1;s 19114) Othe - t 1· · 
1 . . _ . . . - , · . • - . 1 s uc 1e' 
rhe America n env11 o nment which are part of th e mte ll ec tu al hi storv tradition <1re Hei n o; 

•!11 th, Naturr and thr Amrriran: Thrf'f' Crnf11riPs o[Chr111gi11g AltitudPs ( l.i ;ico ln : L·ni,·e r o; it\· of 
rhr:lska ~ress: 1957): ;md Art hu r/\ . Ekirch, 1Ha11 ond Nn t11 rr in A mrr/ro ( 'ew York. : Co

·11 i h 1;i Un 1vcrs1ty Press. 1 96~). 

' 'ee Roderic k N~ sh, "American Environmenta l Hi story: A New Teaching Frontie 1~" 
•11(lr H1stoncnl Rrvirw, XU (19i2). %2- '.'P2 . 
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its predecessor, the conservation movement. This meant that at i 
inception the field lost a certain breadth. The older concerm d 

historians like Malin with the reciprocal influences of environ· 
mental and social change temporarily disappeared, or rather be 
came the exclusive possession of historical geographers. Hist 
rians now defined environment almost exclusively in terms of wil 
or at least unsettled land. Urban, even rural, regions moved~· 

yond the pale. The results of conservation policy were neglected 
as the thoughts and intentions of conservationists, especially thr. · 
federal conservation bureaucracy, were emphasized. Schola; 
studied not the consequences of the alteration of nature for htr 
man society, but rather what those who admired (or hated) wi lsi 
nature thought about it. Nature itself became merely a bad · 
ground to these histories. 5 

Within these narrowed boundaries Hays and Nash bequeath 
what seemed at the time to be a clear and coherent focus fort 
new field . Interpretations of the conservation movement t 

shape largely within the framework of Hays's utilitarian consen 
tionists and Nash 's preservationists. On the utilitarian side ofr l 
dichotomy, however, the focus quickly blurred as historians . 
cepted and praised Hays, but made lit.tie real use of his work. E 
cept for complaints that Hays underestimated preservationist se 
timent.s, Conservatwn nnd the Gosj1el of Efficiency was rarely direct h 
challenged; instead attention was diverted away from Hays's h 
reaucratic and managerial emphasis back to an older concern wi1 
political battles and controversies. Elmo Richardson, who h;w' 
concentrated on such issues in his early work, continued to emph 
size it in his study of the Harry Truman-Dwight Eisenhower JY 
riod. This political, confronta tiona l emphasis occurred, too, in I 
cal studies of conservation and in reexaminations of the Giffo 
Pinchot-Richard Ballinger controversy. 6 

5 For the neglect of urhan environments and concerns in environmental literatu re. w 
Martin V. Melosi, "Urban Pollution : Historica l Perspect ive Needed,'" f:n viromnentnl .. 
v iew. III ( 1979). ~7-45. 
~The emph<i ~is on political controversy was never really displaced by Hays's wort 

Elmo R. Richardson, The Politics of Conserv ativn: Crmadrs and Controversies, 189i -
(Berkeley: University o f California Press, 1962); Richardson, Dams. Parks, & Polit i0 
sourer Drvrlofmzent & Preservation in the Truman-Eisenhower Em (Lex ington : Uni \C 
Press o f Kentuck y, 1973); George Michael McCarthy, Hour of Trail: The Consen1otio11 
ft ict in Colnmdo and thr West, 1891-1907 (Norm an: Uni versity of Oklahoma Press.. I :· 
J ames Pe nick, Jr., ProKJ'l'SSiT'e Politics and Conwrmlion : The Ballinger-P inc/wt Affn ir(Ch i'. 
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. Ad.ministrative studies of government and profession al orga-
1za t1ons took a less political approach, but here, too, the focus 
lu rred. Even the most solid work, such as Harold Steen's studv 

of the U.S. Forest Service, looked inward. It traced personn~ I 
hange~ and policy shifts; the relationship to larger changes in 

the soCiety that Hays had emphasized largely slipped away. In 
ser works these administrative histories became tota lly con
rned with the internal affairs of the organizations. 7 

Ta~en togethe:, these studies did succeed in building up a sub
.tant1al store of 1_nformation on the sources of political opposi-
10~ to conservation and on the policy and personnel of organi

. ~,lions con.cerned with conservation, but they lacked any clear 
1terpretat1ve synthesis. Hays, whose work was so instrumental in 

r i~terpret~tio~s o~ American political history, was in danger of 
~avmg the 1m~hcat1ons _of his work for environmental history ig-

1ored even as 1 t. was pra 1sed. 
A recent revival of what might be called the politica l economy 

of conservation has altered this. Several environmental historian's 
h< \e removed Hays's interpretation from its pedestal and put it 
~ac k to work. Spearheading this new concern with utilitarian 
onservationists has been William Robbins's study of the )umber 
nrlustry and the separate books of Abraham Hoffman and 
William Kahrl on the Los Angeles-Owens Valley water contro-

rsy. Hays had emphasized not onl y the commitment. to pla n-

.. 'ni ve rsity of Chicago P!ess. 1968). For a work o n a utilitarian topic without a so lely politi 
' l_focus, s~e _Ronald F. Lockmann, G uardmg the Fore~ts of Southern California : Ernfr•1nf( 
I t1t11de.1 Towmd Conseruatwn of Watershed, Woodlands, and Wilrlerne~s (G lenda le Ca li f . Ar-

' 111 r H. Clark Co., 198 1 ). ' .. 

, I.faro Id K. Steen, The. U.S. F_orest Sen •ice: A H~~to? (Seatt le : Uni versi ty of Washington 
e~s. _1976). Glen 0. Rohm son mcludes a short h1ston ca l chapter in his ThP Forest Service : A 

Vwi_v m Pubfu:· ~and '.\1an~gem~nt (Ba ltimore: J o hns Hopkin s Un iversity Press, 1975). For 
·11rr rna l a_d mm1strat1ve histories, see Henry E. C lepper. Crmadl!forCon.wn.•ation : TheCen -

n 1r1 ~ lf_1st01y oj lhP Amrncan Forestry Association (Wash ington, D.C.: American Forestrv 
' o_ciat10n, 1975) or Clayton R. Koppes, "Environmental Policy a nd American Liberal-
11 : fhe Depart~nent of the lnte:io~, 1933- 1953."" Environ menta l R ev iew. V II ( 1983). 17-

1. For a study o_f the Forest Se rvice rn a particula r region, see Lawrence W. Rakestr<lw, A 
I tory of the United ~)/ates F~rPsL_Srn.iire in Afa.~ka (A nchorage : Alaska Histori c: il Com m is
' n rtnl., 198 1 )._ P?lit1 c~ l _sc 1ent1 s ts have_ a lso increas ingl y looked at the consen-.11inn agen 
, ~s bureauc1 at_1c ~nt1t1e s_. ~om~ studies (see footnote 11 ) have looked at the ag-<'"n cie" in 

con~ext of sh1ft111g political issues, but Ben Twight has argued that interna l va lue 
,'" ntat1ons aroun~ l arge l y.stati~ utili tarian and p~·eservationist axes o f the oq~an ization s 

mse l ~es deteni:imes the ir actions. Ben W. Tw1ght, Organizational Values anrl Pafitirnf 
1 1•rr : lhe Fo:est Sn111re Vl'?-.HLf thr O(vm/Jir National Park (Un iversity Park : P!'"nnq·h-ani;i 
1,, r Uni vers ity Press, 1 9~3). 
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ning, efficiency, and expertise th at conservationists shared wi 
the emerging corporate leadership, but also their mutual de~ i 

for predictable and orderly economic development. How th 
worked out in practice is the underlying theme of Robhi 
Kahrl , and Hoffman. 8 

Robbins, emphasizing that "the conservation movement w? 

not removed from the realities of the political economy," pre en • , 
a detailed account of attempts by early twentieth-century 111 

bermen to use conservation to create a stable and orderly mar 
by eliminating competition. They sought a rationalized indust 
Robbins recognizes that their version of conservation in the i 
dustry's interest was in competition, particularly during the N 
Deal, with a socially progressive version of conservation in t.. 
public interest , and his account of the struggle is sophisticar 
interpreta tive history. 9 

That the public interest of social1y progressive conservati 
was hardl y an unambiguous concept is one of the lessons ofbo . 
Hoffman's and Kahrl's studies of Los Angeles water <level > 

ment. 10 The struggle of Los Angeles to obtain water has m ' 
often been cast as a morality play in which the city's insatial 
thirst for water could, as in the movie Chinatown, symbolize mo 
depraved tastes. Hoffman and Kahrl share with the mm 
makers a fascination with the characters of the peopJe who lin 
up on each side of the Owens Valley fight, but both authors ma 
the controversy more than the usual tale of urban evil and ru 

innocence. They have relocated it firmly within the context 
Hays's Progressive conservation and, in Kahrl's more extend 
stud y, within the bounds of the rapid economic development rJ 

mid-twentieth-century California. The Los Angeles strugsz 
with Owens Va lley over water, for all the violence and corrupti 
that it spawned, was essentially a bureaucratic battle: one of, -

8William G. Rohb ins, L11ml>e1jaclu and Lrgislators: Political Econom_)' of lh.P U.S. LwnhN 
dustry, 1890 - 1941 (Co llege Station : Texas A & M L nivers itv Press, 1982): Abraham II 
man, Vi~ion or Vi llainy: Origin~ of the Owens Va llP.v-Los Angf'les Watrr Controversy (Colleg .r 
tion : Texas A & M University Press, 1981): William L. Ka hrl , Water and Power: Thr< 
over Los AngPl.es ' Water S11/J/Jl)' in the Ou1ens Vn lll'y (Berke le y and Los Angeles, Un ivc ~1 1 

California Press, 1982). 
9 Robbin s. Lumber:jacks and Legi5lators, l l. 
10Both of these books are exce llent, but Kahrl g ives a fuller and more sy mp;11 

treatment to the people of the Owens Valley, examines the environmental conscqurnrn 
water po li cy in more de ai l, and covers a wider period. 
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· inistrators and planners who sought rational and efficient solu
. ins and who believed that they acted for the greatest good of 
le greatest number. These histories reveal the people and inte r
·ts that the bureaucratic solutions served and the people and 

1 rcrests that they hurt. Both of these historians have an eye for 
· c brger issues involved. They see the controversy as a struggle, 
part, between private and municipal control of water and thus 
a truggle for the path development would take in California. 

t ~is, as at Hetch Hetchy, loomed larger to many Progressives 
. n any environmental harm that might ensue or than the re
rded development of an agricultural community. As Kahrl says, 
c Los Angeles effort became a model for the water projects 

1, t would reshape the California environment and propel the 
r=t te to economic prominence. 
This recent renewed interest in utilitarian conservation has 
· rdly offset the far more abundant literature on the other side 
the utilitarian/preservationist. dichotomy. As scholars such as 

1111 Culhane, in his Puhlir Land Politirs (which argues against 
t nple theories of interest-group domin ation of federal agen-
1 ·. ),and Craig Allin, in his The Politics of Wilderness Presnvntion . 

·. ve demon strated , preservationists have achieved a new stature 
natural-resource policy.11 Both this stature and the frank 

lfntification of many historians with the preservationists h;.l\·e 
·· lped to sustain the new interest in wilderness tha t Nash had 
nm pted. Amidst the deluge of wilderness studies, pastoral 

1emes have had to struggle to maintain a place in the literature. 
nnette Kolodny is one of the few literary historians to keep th e 
. toral a t the heart of her analysis both in her The La) of thP f ,rmr/ 

nd her more recent The Landscape B efore Her, a book which puts 
e garden at the center of women's perception of the West. More 

• ten the garden has become merel y the occasion for case stud
. such as David Emmons's interesting Gardrn in the Gra.sslanrls 

hichcovers the boomer literature of the Great Plains. The onlv 
~·ure refuge of the pastoral has been within the confines of a;t 

tory. Barbara Novak's fine book, Nature and Culture: A merimn 
l1rndscape and Paintine:, 1825-1875, in its concern with a varietv of 

L I 

11Craig- W. Allin, Th.P Politin of Wildnne.'s P1PsPn1nlio11 (Westport. Conn .: Greenwood 
I r • 1 9~2); P;iul J. Cu lha ne , P11h!ir / ,ands Politirs: lntn f's t Grau/; lnfl11e11Cf' 0 11 the forP~f Sn

tr • r111d th P n11 reo11 of Lnnrl Mrinngm1P11t (Ha ir irn0 rc : j o hn s Hopkim Unive rsit y Press, 1981 ). 
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landscapes is, for example, rea11 y a lineal descendant of the wor. ~ 
of Leo Marx and other intellectual and literary historians oft 
previous generation. Novak devotes more attention to Europe< 
influences than did earlier studies, and this gives her work a co 
para tive breadth that theirs sometimes lacked, but otherwise h-. 
concerns are very much those of her predecessors. Raymond 
O 'Brien, in his Am.erira.n Suhlime: Landscape and Scenery of t 
Lower Hudson Valley, has tried to move such landscape studi 
outside the parameters of art history and connect percepti . , 
with act ual changes in the land in a specific area. He meets wi 
only mi xed success. 12 

Wilderness has become the highway to the American psyc 
most favored by intellectual historians. Whether hated ar 1 

feared, loved , or, best of all, beheld with a tortured ambivalenc 
wilderness has become the mythic core of the American expe 
ence. According to Richard Slotkin, colonists struggled to arti 
late their changing relationship to wilderness and, in the proc 
developed a self-conscious litera ture. Slotkin and others eager 
followed Nash into these literary remains. While some histori;r 
h ave verified a hatred and fear of wilderness, others have fotH. 

in western travele1·s or in urban dwell ers a belated attraction 1 

the wilderness that the nation was destroying.1 3 

Just as wilderness replaced the garden so too have preser' 

12 Anne tte Kol orl ny. Thr Lny of the Lnnrf: Mrta fJhor os ExfJe1·ien CI' nnd History in A 
Life mu/ Lelfrn (C hape l Hill : University of North Caro lina Press, 1975); Kolod ny. Thrl 
Rrfore Hn: Fan tasy 1111rl ExfJrrienu of th r A mrrirn n Fr011tirrs, 1630-18fJO (Chapel l-1 111 
versi tvor o rth Ca rolina Press, 1984) ; Ba1·b;:ira Novak. i\'fl l111Pa1rrlC ult11rr: Amerirn I 
sro/J" ~nrf Pnin ting. 1825-1875 (New Yor k: Oxford Uni versitv Press. 1980); Ravm 
O'Brien, Amnicon S 11hlime: J,011dsca/1e and SCPne~ of !he Lower H11d~o11 Va lley (New ~·• 
Col11mbi ;:i Uni ve rsit\' P1·ess, 1981 ); Dav id M. Emmons. Cfl rrfe11 in the Gmsslmu/1: R. · 
/ ,itrralu rP of the Crnlr~il Creal Pio ins (Lincoln : Uni versi ty of Nebraska Press, 1971 ). 

' ~ For t he popularity of wilderness in inte ll ectua l histo ry. see Pe ter N. C;:irroll, P11 • 
rrnrl th P Wilrlnnrss: The l ntrllertuol SiKnificana of the New F:nr;land Frnntie1; 1629- Ii OOi 
York: Columbia University Press, I 9n9) ; PeterJ Schmitt. Rark to Na ture: The Arrnrlin 
in Urhfln A merica (New York : Oxford Uni versi ty Press, 1969): Richa rd Slotkin. R, 
tion Though Vio lrnre: The Mytlwlo10 of the A mnirnn frontier, 1600-1860 (Mindi ,. 
Conn .: Wesleya n Unive rsity Press, 1974): Lee C lark Mitchell , Witnrssrs toa Vani.1h i1 ~ f 
1rn The N meteenlh Cen t111 y Re~pome (Princeton. N.J : Prince to n University Pt e~~. I ' 
Ann e L1Bastill e . Women and W1'dernr1 1 (San Francisco: Sie1 ra Club Books, 1980). fr 
ick Turner. Rrwmd Geograph)': The We,trrn Spirit Against the Wilderness (New York : \ 
Press, 1980): Dona ld N. Baldwin, The Quiet Rrvolution: Gross R ontsofTodny\ Wildrr 1 

rrmtin11 MoH'men t (Hou Icier, Colo.: Pruett Publi shin g Co., 1972). For o ne of the rew ( 
para tive '1ucli e~. sec M;:ircia B. Kline, Brya nd the Loud ltsdf: Views ofNnturP in Cm1 '1>

1 
·' 

the Unitrrl Stot1'.1 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harva rd Unive rs ity Press. 1970). 
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·' nists replaced conservationists as the favored subject of biof';
r tphers. Gifford Pinchot has yielded to John Muir as the bio
ra phica l subject of choice with two new studies of Muir 
uhlished within the last few years: Stephen Fox's john Muir and 

llH Legacy and Michael Cohen's The PathlRss Wny. Pir.chot survives 
tmong the heavil y preservationist roster of Peter Wild 's Pioneer 
M1servationists of Western America., but Wild felt compelled to 
ologize for some of Pinchot's utilitarian ideas. Other preserva
nists from Henry David Thoreau through Ernest Thompson 
ton to Aldo Leopold have been the subject of recent studies. 14 

~fany of these works-both biographies and larger inte ll ectual 
· tories-are insightful analyses of particular 'reactions to na

rure, but their larger claims of significance provoke some skepti
n m. As in so much intellectual history, they often presume an 
~ tity-whether an American mind or national character-which 
tnt s not demonstrably exist, and even if it does, there is no guar-
111 e tha t the sources under consideration reveal its content. 

In some of these studies, however, the problems run f;:lr deeper 
r an this. Because of the authors' strong environmentalist sym

thies, many of these books are more deeply felt than most con-
.ntional academic works. Although this identification with their 
1~jects gives the books real power, it also presents significant 
· fa lls. There is in some of these newer works an impatience 

· i h the bounds history itself imposes. The past m ay be another 
., mtry. but for some authors a transcendent nature can wash 
f cW the boundaries that time creates. Instead of a search for 
i orica] context, there is an attempt to find a universal lan
Jge shared by author and subject. Michael Cohen's Path!Pss Way, 

1 1Michael P. Cohen. Thr Pathless Way.']ohn MuirrzndAmerican. Wilderness (Mad ison : lJ ni
ity of Wiscon sin Press. 1984): Stephen Fox, John Muir and Hi.s LeJ!nr_)': Th A mrnrnn 

f rn1ati.on Movement (Boston : Little, Brown and Co., 198 1 ): Peter Wild , PirJnur Con5enin
-'!ll ts of Western Americn (Missoula, Mont.: Mounta in Press Publi shing Co., 1979); Susa n 
t Fl. <ler, Thinking Likr a Mo 11 nla i11 : A lrfo Leopolrl nnrf thr EvoltJtion of nn Ecnfngirnl Attitudr 

m rd Deer, Wolves, onrf Forests (Columbia, Mo.: Universit y of Missouri Press. 1974): Don-
! C. Swain. Wilrlrrness Defender: Horace M. Albright and Conservntion (Chicago: University 

1 • 1970); David L. Lendt, Ding: The Life of jn_y Norwood Dnrling (Ames: Jowa State Uni
it y Press, J 979); Elmo Richardson, Drr virf T MrLrnn, F.orest rv Arfrncatr (Sa nta Cruz. 

f lif.: Forest Histo ry Society. 1 98~); LaRas tille. Women or1d iVildernes.<: J o hn Henry 
!land, Ernest T hompsn n SP /on: Man in N11.t11re nnrf the Pro.{[ressiilf' £ra. 1880- 1915 (New 

\.,rk· Arno Press, 1978); an d Robert F Savre, Thorrr111anrlth.eAmnirn11 / nrfinndPrinceto11, 
Princeton Unive1·sit y Pres~. 1977). , 
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for instance, is a book that at its best offers an original and i 
sightful reading of Muir, but Cohen seems determined to susra· 
a dialogue, sometimes literally so, with his subject, John M11 · ; 
The result is at times an almost mys tical history where the sha 
reactions of author and subject to a particular place or to a tra 
scendent nature eliminate the distance between them and th ' 
supposedly aJlow a communication denied to others. Even mo 
than Cohen's Pathless Way, Frederick Turner's Beyond Geograp~ 
an avowedly "spiritual history" of the "human spirit's dark necl"
sity to rea lize itse lf through body and place." In different w;n • 

both these books are metahistories of actions taking place on •' 
plane inaccessible to observers who have not had particular sp~ 
it ua l in sights . Both are evocative of imaginative literat11rr , . 
Turner quite freel y admits the parallels with William Car 1 

William s's In t/u; American Grain. Cohen's book brings to mi · 
Ivan Do ig-'s recent Winter Brothns. In the end both books, desp"· 
their unorthodox approach, are really not so much innovatiw· ,• 
the o ldest kind of history: nature becomes a spiritual force, i 
ma nent. throughout the ages. Through it history derives meil"'· 
ing. In such histor y the past, however, is not so much made co 
prehensible as falsified and reduced to a series of costume. 
which people with our purposes, our concerns, and our ex1 · 
ence can parade to the historian's drumbeat.15 
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rmp~ing to ~ssume that the most articulate or those most clcarlv 
' < CJat~d with later ideas a re the most representative int h ir ·uJ1

-

11_·al a~titu~es. Ot?er approaches to recreating culture are ncces
.' ~· H1stor: ans mt~~t fin~ the beginnings of such an approach in 
1-Fu Tuan s Topohzlza whICh uses what might be ca llecl e .· I h . l m iron -

nta et nographies and where action within the e nviron rnent is 
~ _ssed as much as abstract thought about it.16 · 

I hus.far those works on the history of the. idea abou t wilder
.,_ wh1:h have best succeed.ed in avoiding the problems of rep
cntat1veness are those whICh have both narrowed their top· 
I I d h . b' JCS 1 

< Pace t e1r su ~ects within a context of actual experience in 
• 11ure._ ~u.san Flader's study of Aldo Leopold, for example, has 

11 ~nt~c1zed ~s ~arrow, ye t Flader achieves a large enough suc
w1thm. the h~i ts that she sets. Flader examines how L~opold 

h nged ~1s own ideas about the predator relationships th at he 
1

'r rved m n~ture. These changes were not simple a nd had as 
t 'ICh to do with Leopold's expe ri ences within the conservation 
ireaucracy a nd the political arena as with scientific refl ect io n 

1 
:
1 less complex and more traditional way, Robert Savre has ex~ 

~ ~ned Thoreau's changing thou~h~s about India ns ; nd nature 
e came to k~ow both more mt1ma tel y. John Wadlawi had 

nnc the same ~1th Ernest Thompson Seton. Michael Cohen, in 
.~ore restra1~ed moments, also does a fine job of connecting 

For all their imaginative virtues books like Turner's and Cohe" 
neglect the more arduous task of recreating a cultural world wh· 
reflects not our concerns, but the concerns of those who Ii ' ; 
within it. This is an immensely difficult task, but one that mu~r 

undertaken. Nature is at once a physical setting where living ~ 
ings exist in complex relationships with each other, and a hur 
invention. Humans create a shifting set of cultural concepts al)fr 
the physical world and identify these concepts as nature. Wt 
they act, humans do so on the basis of these cultural formulatilY' 
but their actions rebound on an actual physical world. Recrea1 · 
these cultural formulations for any given period is the prohl 
Although they know better, historians often find it too easy .. ' 

11
11 s thought with act ual experience in nature.'' ' 

lr~ the. same :Vay. that some biographers have avoided too cos
"' \."·'.'claim to :igmfican~e by locat ing their subjects in part icular 

. ~- i11nnme nts '.nstead.of m nature in general, so too have another 
~ : 11 P of studies denv.ed from Nash's emphasis on wilderness 

-~in ded t~emselves m partic~lar places: the national pa rks. 
.'\ <c1 use natt~n.a l pa rks are notJ~S t ideas but are places marked 

and administered for cert.am purposes, the literature on 

1 5 Cohen, Pnth!P.ss Way, 30-31 ·Turner, Beyond Geogrnph_-y, 74; William Carlos Willi 
the Arneriran Grnin (1925; New York: New Directions, 1956) ; Ivan Doig, Winterlfrrt r 

Smson of thP Edr.;e of AmPricn (New York: Harcourt , Brace, J ovanovich , 1980). 

' \' i-Fu Tuan To/>ophilirr- A St d , ,rE · 
- I Cliffs, N.j.: Pren t i c~ Ha l;' ·lg~4\n~·1r~n mrntn / Pncept'.n_n. A.11it1ldPs. and Vri/11.f' ~ (Engle
flli bv historians.Seea ls . . . . need. rnuch of Iua n s work ca n be read with 

. t 'I\ T~ it y of Minnesota P~e~~s ,~~~~)m~rl P/na :,;hf' '.erspertwe of ~xjJmPnce (!\finneapolis : 
' rv bv geograp hers see D·~vid L . orl a ~o edcllon of what is essentia lly inte llectua l 
"' nu('£ . . . ' .· owent 1a a n fart yn J. Bowden, eds., Geo rrt/> li ir~ f 

T· i' r i.ry ~~;:.s~s'.nt~-r;·~~-nca/ Geogra/Jhy m Honor of J ohn Kirt/mu/ Wright (New Yo r{ Ox for~! 
f l.trier, Thinhing Lil<P (I Mrmntoin · s] Te Thorp . I I . 

"' f1111 11 Sf'foll: Co hen. Pathless M0 y. . ' ' } . au onr I 1r /11r/l(Jn s: \\'arlbnd . F rr1r 1/ 
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them can always be tested against some observable reality. T 
topic, too, is a~ important one. The existence of national park 
specially preserved areas of relatively wild and pristi.ne land, rk 
mands explanation. Historians, of course, hardly ignored I 

parks before Nash and the modern envir?nmental mo~emer 
John Ise wrote a m<:tjor monograph on national park pohcy a 
numerous studies of specific parks existed, but Nash's work c~ 
tainly helped to reinvigorate such inquiries and give them a ff 
significance. Studies of particular parks continue to appear · 
abundance.18 

The central question in studies of the parks has been how a 
why they were created and what they are for. The most inAu 
tial and controversial work has been done by Alfred Runte, a 
dent of Nash. Runte asserts that Congress in the nineteenth a • 
much of the twentieth centuries protected only "economic · 
worthless'' lands in the park system. It is this worthless land th< 
that has been the focus of attacks on his work which recently p 
voked a forum on the issue in the journal of Forest Histor_v. 
scholarl y journal with the longest record of covering envi 
mental issues. The criticism most often voiced boils down to 
contention that the lands were not actually worthless and he , 
the worthless lands argument is a rhetorical ploy. Such criti i 
whi-le in one sense obviously true, in another misses the poin 
Runte's argument which is that the larger cultural context m 

1 A Gregory T hompson has compiled a very usefu l bibliography on historie~ of !hf 
tional p<lrks in PrJrks in the Jtl1,>st a11d Americnn Culture (Sun Valley, Idaho: lnst_1t11!e fl( · 

America n West. 1984). 46-48. See John Ise's Our National Park Policy: A Cnt1cnl I · 
(B;:i ltimore :Jo hns Hopkins Press, 196 1) and Willi ;:i m C. Everhart's briefer histo~ y. T 
tio nal Prnh Sni •irl' (Bou lder. Colo.: Westview Press, 1983). For some recent stud1e d 
ticul ar parks or land that has become p;:irks, see Rich;:ird A. Bartlett ~ Nature'.~ }~fl 
(A lbuquerque: Uni vers ity of New Mexico Press, 1974); Aubrey~· Hames, The lrll~ 
Sto1T A History of Our First National Park (2 vols., Yellowstone Na tional Park,_Wyo .. ' ' 
stone Lihrary and Museum Assoc. , 1977); R. Newell Searle, Saving Quet1co-S11f>" 
Land Sl't Apart (St. Pa ul : Minnesota Historical Society Press, 197~'); Susan R. ~h "' · · 
ThP Fight to Sm.•I' the Rl'dwoods: A History of Envn onm.mtal R l'form, 1911-19?8 (Madi on 
vers ity of Wisconsin Press, 1983); Robert Rig hter, Cru~ihlefor C?nsl''!1at1.o~: The Cr:

1 
_ 

Gmnd Tl'ton Nat10nal Parli (Boulde r ; Colorado Associated Um vers1ty P1ess, 19 . ) 
Franklin and Norman Sc h;:ie ffer, DuPI for thP Dunes: Land U~I' Conff-ict on th.I' Shn rr• "'' 
Michigan (U rbana: Un ive rsity of Illino is Press, 1.983); C. ~- B_uchholtz, Ro~ky ·~' 
National Park: A /-/i,stor-v (Boulder, Colorado Associated Urnvers1ty Press, 198.1). For .l 
tory of perhaps the 1~ ost important state pa rk , see Frank Graham. Jr., Thf M1 
Pa rle A Politirn l Hi~to r)' (New York : Alfred A. Knopf, 1978). 
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necessary for park advocates to deny the existence of any signi
. ntextractable material resources in the lands in question .19 

Runte's explanation for early national parks does not necessar
:tpply to all park lands or to all periods. One of Runte's critics, 

homas Cox, has examined the genesis of a wider variety of 
· rks and their shifting rationales in a series of articles over the 

t ten or so years. And Runte himself did not deny that modern 
vironmental concerns altered the conception of the national 

·irks; total preservation and ecological concerns, however, are 
• l :ifter-thought of the twentieth century" and have repeatedl y, 

wt consistently, yielded before older economic concerns. Two 
.-i the best studies of the development of specific national pa rks 

m to sustain him here. Susan Schrepfer's ThP Fight to Save the 
it/woods and Robert Righter's Crncih/,e for Conservation b 1th dem

~ tra te the rise of ecological concerns (themselves not un
.. , nted by economic gain) and how pressures for development 

red plans for ecologically coherent national parks. Kay 
. nklin and Norma Schaeffer detail a similar story in their Duel 

1 th~ Dunes with its complex and compromised outcome. 20 

The framework used thus far for comprehending the field-
11dies of utilitarian conservationists and studies of wilderness 

1 <I preservationists-certainly has merit for classifying many 
q j rworks down to the present, but as a description of the real

of the conservation and environmental movements, it has 
we weaknesses. Indeed, beginning in the early 1970s and 
tilding thereafter, the whole conservationist/ preservationist di-

t••. lfred Runte, National Park~: The American Experienre (Lincoln: University of Ne
b Press, 1979). The forum centers on a critique of Runte by Rich;:i rd W. Se ll ars. 

1 i nal Parks: Worthless Lands or Competing Land Values?" j o11rna l of Fo rP<t Histo ry. 
\' II ( 1983), 130- 134. Thoughtful consideration is given to the purpme of the p<trks in 

_ ~ . h L. Sax, Mountaim With.out Hanrlmils: R eflections on the National P(/rk~ ( nn Arbor: 
; vn~ity of Michigan Press, 1980). 
'"Ru nte, Nati.onal Parks, 138. Roderick Nash argues tha t in Alaska wildernec;s has be

a major rationale for parks. Nash, "Tourism, Parks and the Wilderness Idea in the 
11ry of Alaska," Alaska in Perspl'ctive, IV ( 1981 ), I- 27; T homas Cox, "Fi-om Hot Springs 
~11eway: The Evolving Concept of Public Parks, 1 8~2-1976," Erwironmental R_evir·w. V 

· I ll. 14-26; Cox. "Conservation by Subterfuge: Robert W. S;:iw yer and the Bii-th of the 
n State Parks," Pacifir North.west Qtu11'le r/y, LXJV ( 1983), 21-29; Cox, "The Crusade 

·t Oregon's Scenery," Pacific H1~1· torica l Re.v iew. XX XVI I ( 1968), 179- 200: Schrepfer, 
Tn Sn111' the RPdwood~; Righter, Cru<ihle for Comen•ntion; Franklin and Schaeffer, Duel 

1 
'.I D11n1's. 
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chotomy has come under attack and begun to crumble. In 1r. 
Lawrence Rakestraw noted that on close examination oft 
early movement, it has often proved difficult to tell preservati 
ists from conservationists. More recently, Susan Schrepfer a ' 
discovered that rational planners and romantic preservation· 
could be the same people operating in different contexts. On . 
other front, John Reiger, while accepting Hays's description 
Progressive conservation, argues that Hays has missed the r 
beginnings of the conservation movement in the concern of 
ganized American sportsmen for wildlife. More than just da 
were at issue here. Reiger anchored conservation in a nonutilit 
ian (these were sportsmen who disparaged hunters who killed f • 
food or money) concern for wildlife. If he sometimes exag, 
ated the ecological. concerns of hunters, largely ignoring, for ' 
ample, the war on predators, the basic point he makes is an i 
portant one. It is an implicit challenge to the prevail i 
dichotomy. Sportsmen do not really fit into either the preser l 
tionist or the utilitarian camp. As Reiger's examination of Gear 
Grinnell demonstrates, they shared primitivist assumptions wi ' , 
the preservationists, and utilitarian concerns of managing ga 
resources with the conservationists. Sportsmen are also a \t 
important pressure group. As recent scholarship reveals, th 
challenged those who claimed a property right in game and 
the way for basic state and federal controls. 21 

The most telling blow to the preservationist/conservatio 
scheme, however, has been its inability to incorporate newerer 
ronmental concerns and scientific ecologists within its bou n< 

2 1 R;:ikestraw. "Conservation History," 273; Schrepfer, Fight to Save the Redwood1. t' • · 
John F. Reiger, American Sportsmen and the Origin~ of Conservatinn (New York: Winrh 
Press, 1975 ), 21: John F. Reiger. ed., The Pa.uinf! of the Great West: Selected Papers of (,... 
Bird Grinnell (New York: Winchester Press, 1972). For ;:in excellent book on ninet. · 
century game conservation laws, see James A. Tober, Who Owns the Wildlife?: Th' I ' • 
Economy of Conservation in Ninrteenth Century America (West.port., Conn.: Greenwo0<I f'\ot 
1981). A more technical work on game law is Thomas A. Lund , American Wilr//J; l '' 
(Berkeley a nd Los Angeles: University of C;:ilifornia Press, 1980). For two recen1 ' -
on wildlife ;:ind hunting in p;:irticular states, see Morgan Sherwood, Big Cam!' in Al1t 
History of Wildlife and Peopl.e (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1981); ;111rl R 
W. Doug hty, Wilrl.lifr and Man in Texas: Environmental Changr and Comervatwn (Collti!"' 
t.ion: Texas A & M Universitv Press, 198'.)). Also. see James B. Trefethen, A11 · 
Crusadr for Wildlife (New York.: Winchester Press, J9i5 ). and Thomas R. Dunlap. "\ 
for Varminrs: Preda tor Control and Environmental Ideas, 1920- 1939," Pacifir H1 
Rev if'1u, LIII (1984). 14 1- 161. 
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· "· Donald Fleming was one of the first to point out that the 
w Consei-vation Movement-environmenta lism - certainly 

1d roots in the older insights of Thoreau and Muir, but that 
;rny prominent figures in the movement-Rachel Carson, 
m -·) Commoner, Aldo Leopold, and Garrett Hardin-despit.e 
cir often preservationist goals, differed from the older tradt-

. m in their desire to manage nature for appropriate end~ and 
ith appropriate technologies. This was a mark of the utilita.ri

. The appropriate ends and the appropriate technologies 
u me from scientific ecology which was a science, as Fleming 

ted, in which none of the popular "ecologists'' of environmen
i.; m was trained. Samuel Hays has recently gone even further 

1 distinguishing environmentalism and its concerns from the 
'l".ff lier preservat ionist and conservationist. movements. H e 

. kes ecology only a single element in a wide array of differe nces 
1ich distinguishes environmentalism from its predecessors. 22 

\lonetheless, some scholars have tried to subsume Leopold, 
nm moner, and Carson under the old framework. They have 
in<l little conAict between their essential ideas and the roman
or religious insights of earlier preservationists. Recent stu

nts of John Muir have even carried this one step further by 
.; :lking the formulations of Aldo Leopold merely distant echoes 

the spiritual insights of Muir. Stephen Fox, for example, 
r _c;sed Leopold's ethical stance, even his mysticism, and made 
tm a man of religious preservationist traditions. Similarly, 
ichael Cohen asserts that ecologists who recognize the "philo
phical consequences" of their discipline will end up with a 
iilosophical, religious, and radical attitude toward human cul-

t , " similar to Muir's. What all this neglects is the managerial 
us of ecology. Missing is the irony that Susan Flader points out 
the career of someone like Leopold who was "making adjust
nts in order to restore a self-adjusting system so that adjust

' nls would be unnecessary." 23 

Ot her scholars, recognizing the futilit y of fitting both scientific 

11lonald Fleming, "Roots of the New Comervation Mov~menl ," Pe~spectives in Am.e_rirnn 
'" '"" VJ (1972), 7-91: S;:imuel P. Hays, "From Comervat1on to Environment : Environ 

' 11 1,11 Policies in the United States s ince World War Two," Fm 1imnmmln/ RP1'1Pw, \ I 
1<1 n 14-4L 
· Fn x . .fohn M11i1; '.)67: Cohe n , Pnth!Pss H'i-1r, I .>J I: Flader. Thinking Likr n M111111tni11. 270. 
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and popular ecologists into the older classifications, have m 
dified the fram ework itself.Joseph Petulla , who in an earliertc 
book on environmenta l history (American Environmental Hi~tn 

had adopted the standard utilitarian conservationi 
preservationist dichotomy has, in his more recent American Em 
ronmentalisrn, acknowledged the separate inAuence of ecology 
adopting a new tripartite division of the movement into bioce 
tric (preservationist)/ economic (conservationist)/ ecological co · 
ponents. Petulla contends that it is people in his third catego 
who have provided much of the intellectual basis for and learli' 
ship of current environmentalism. 24 

New classifications, however, do not address the more fun 
mental problem: ls scientific ecology really compatible with popn 
Ja r environmentalism? If scientific ecology were simply the la . 
ethic of Aldo Leopold's Sand County Almanac, then environment 
ists and historians could both take comfort in the congruen 
between ethical and scientific formulations of environmen · 
problems. It is , however, no such thing.Just as Flader has demo 
strated the conAicts between Leopold the ethical philosoph 
and Leopold the environmental manager, so, too, there are c 
tradictions between science and popular environmentalism. 25 

Suggestions as to how and wh y the two are at odds and w 
environmentalists have had difficulty in anchoring their eth ir 
concerns in science are available in two very important rec 
books: Susan Schrepher's The Fight to Save the Redwood.~ anrl . 
above all. in Donald Worster's Nature's Economy. A central corm' 
of Schrepher's book is the shifting philosophical rationales of r 
vironmentalism. Schrepfer credits science with providing the j 
tellectual underpinnings of militant environmentalism in t 

1940s and l 950s. She sees environmentalists rejecting e:uli
preserva tionist rationales of a happy universe with a higher p ' 
pose. In steeld , after World Wa r II they supposedly came toter 
with modern population gen e tics, natural selection, and a phi 

24j oseph M. Pe tulla, A meriran E nvironmen tal Hi5tO r)': Th.P Exploitation and Con,1m 
Nat11 rn l l?rso11 rrrs (Sa n Francisco: Boyd & Frase r Pub lishin g Co .. 1977) and Joseph\( 
tull_a, A~1rncn11 E m 1ironmentali.lm: Va lurs, Tactics, Priorities (College Sta tion : Texa~ .\ , 
U111 vers 1ty Press, l 9HO). Petulla con fesses int he la tter book tha t it is ha rd to cl ass ifv r 
issues as t he sole concerns of spec ific environmenta l traditions (p. xiii ). 

2 ~ Aklo Leopold, Smuf County A lmanac anrf Skrlrhrs Hrrr a11rf Thne ( 1948; New Ynrl ( . 
ford Uni ve r!' it y Press. 1975): Flade r, Thin king l .ikr a Mountain . 270. 
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lphical naturalism which discredited the idea of a higher force 
ir cting biological change. We were now on spaceship earth with 

destina tion and no Aight plan. Experience counseled not 
pe but pessimism. Such a perspective, by counterin g theories 
<l irectional evolution, enabled environmentalists effective lv to 
il llenge their opponents who held to the inevitability an d b~n e
nce of technological progress and human mastery of na ture . 

'here seemed no place in this new environmental position for 
essentially happy universe of Muir and the discovery of reli

inus meaning in nature. 26 

Well, not exactly. According to Schrepfer, once environmental
'~ had used science to attack the idea of universal progress and a 
• t ire rightly subordinated to the human race, they then turned 
n scientists themselves as arrogant, reductionist, and incapable 

upplying necessary human goals. For such goals they turned to 
' gan animism" and "arcadian pastoralism"; they rediscovered 
lerican Indians and returned to John Muir. Environmenta lism 

us passed through science back to an essentially religious posi
' T n. This whole theme of nature and environmentalism as a 
· irce of civil religion is given a more continuous and less complex 
1ffmulation in J. Ronald Engle's study of the people involved in 

long fight to preserve the Indiana Dunes, Sac red Sands. 27 

Even before Schrepfer wrote her study of the evolution of 
ode rn environmentalism, Donald Worster. who has probably 
·en the most suggestive and inAuentiaJ of those environmental 
i torians who have published in the wake of Ha) s and Nash , had 

l ;:tched the complexities of the relationship between science 
1 Hi environmentalism in his Nature'.~ E conomy. Worster's book ap

' ched the problem from the side of science. Using the con
ltions of intellectual history, he attempted to show how ecolog-

-11 thought reAected not just discoveries about nature but also 

"' hrepfe1_"s The Fi~hl to Save the R edwood\ concern s much mo re th an the a tte mpts to 
· , e parks m the 1·edwood country. It is the best account so far of the e mergence of 

lnant environm~nta l orga ni za tion s. Donald E. Wo rster, Nature'.1 Eronom_"V : Thr Rnot~ of 
• "11>f!! (San Francisco : Sie rra Club Books. 197 7). 

11 'Xhrepfer, The Fight to Sa ve The RN/woods, 91- IOO ; J. Ronald Engle, SocrPrf Smirk The 
J! IP fo r Comm u nity in the Indiana Dunes (Middle town, Conn.: Wesleva n Cni versitv 

' . 1983). For a no ther di scussio n of environmentcilism as relig ion, see Linda H . G rabe;·, 
~ 1lh rness as Sacred S pa ce (Was hin g to n , D.C.: Associatio n of Am er ica n Geog
• 1 1ers, 1976). 
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the specific cultural conditions in which those discoveries aro ·,' 
Where others had concentrated on literary, political, and por · 
lar thought about nature, Worster examined a very broad ~ 
defined scientific thought. He traced the course of a battle he : 
tween what he called arcadian and imperialist tendencies wit t 
scientific studies of nature. The arcadians depicted nature 11 

symbiotic community; the imperialists praised human do , 
nance. The battle shifted as much from changes in society a. d 
covenes about nature itself. A so-called New Ecology "m 
formed nature into a reflection of the modern, corpor • 
industrial system," and has relegated the arcadian strain to 
ular environmentalism. 28 

What preoccupies the numerous scholars engaged in this d· 
section of environmentalism is the question of values. Not j 
what the actual values of the conservation or environme 
movements are but what the ethical basis of the human re la ti 
ship to nature should be. The answers have been diverse not · 
because the movement is complex, but also because histori:t"· 
concerned ascribe to two fundamentally different sets of go. 
and theories. While some historians (explicitly or impli i 
search the past for proper models of conduct, others imist t • · 

past. views of nature hardly represent transcendent values. l ·· 
instead are simply reflections of the larger social currents of 
society that produced them. They cannot be transplanted. 
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hange toward the Indian heritage of"harmony between hum an 
ings and the natural environment." The problem with such a 
ition is that it at times comes perilously close to a noble savag-

m more concerned with a critique of American society than with 
t v critical understanding of Indian people's conception of or in-

1cnce on the environment. Calvin Martin, whose Keepers of the 
•'WU' is a controversial attempt to explain overhunting by Indian s 

' l the fur trade as a cultural war on animals, has wisely insisted 
;ll Indian actions cannot be divorced from their own cultural 

> 1text. Martin has argued that profound differences in cosmolo
" of Indians and twentieth-century white Americans prevent 
,!l ive Americans from serving as practical ecological models. It is 

• oint well taken and reinforced by what is probahl y the best 
, idy oflndians and the environment, one which put s beliefs and 

, tice in their full cultural context: Adrian Tanner's study of the 
i tassini Cree, Bringfrig Home Animals. One weakness of Martin's 

t 11iition, however, is that, while their utility as current models of 
n ·ironmental conduct might be limited, India n peoples did, as 

1rge Cornell points out, inAuence early conservationists . 
' rnest Thompson Seton and George Grinnell knew many lndi

and their cultures and did incorporate what they regarded as 
lian practices into the early conservation movement. 29 

r he other school of interpretation which contends t hat 

The search for proper values sometimes manifests itself in 
biographies of the various fountainheads of current environn .... ' Wi lbu r R.Jacobs, "The White M<1n's Frontier in American History: The Impact upon 

t :i nd and the Indi an ," in Di.spn 1w>ssin,e: tlu' Amnirrin l nrlirrn : Indian s onrl White1 on thP 
taJism, but it has received perhaps its dearest formulation in l ,J .. 1in l Fronlil'1; by Wilbur R. Jacobs (New York: C ha rl es Scribner's Sons. 1972). 19- :W. 

literature on American Indians and the environment. Amidst . · t· !"he Great Dispoilation : Environment;:d Themes in A me rica n Frontin Hiqnrv ... l'r1 -
,,., li~torira/ Rn1iew, X LVI I ( 1978), 1- 26. For ;mother example. see C hriqoplie r ·c t ~n. 

large and still growing literature there is a segment which qu \?f N ica n Indi a n Environmental Re li g ions:· in C hri stopher Vecsey a nd Robe rt \\·. kn -

forthrightly presents Indians as ecologists, as models to bet' "'i ' eds., American lndion Environments: Ecologiral lss1w1 in Nativr Ameriron ff 1,t1n. (Sna -
• }' • :'>J .Y.: Syracuse Uni versi ty Press, 1980). See alsoj. Donald Hug hes, Amrnrnn /11rlirtn 

lated. Wilbur Jacobs made early contributions to this Iteratur ' (El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1983): Calvin Martin , Krepn nf thr Game: lnrlirm 

two articles on Indians and the environment, but the most re r ' ' nl Refat ionshifJS in thr Fur Trade (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Unive rsity of California 

1 · f h' · · · J D ' ~1. 1978); Adrian Turner, Bringin~ HomP Animals: RPli,{iiow ldro logy and Mnrlr of l'rorf11r-
and well documented formu atlOll 0 t IS positton IS · or t ·•• n/ thP Mistassini C1w H1mlrrs (New York: St. Martins Press. 1979). For a c ritique o f 
Hughes's American Indian Ecolog:y. Hughes, of course, does not m rn\ book, see Shepard Krech 111, ed., l'l1dim1s, Anima/1. and the Fur Tmde : A CritiquP of 

vocate a "return to Indian ways of life in their entirety" but ra "' . r nf the Game (Athen s: Uni vers it y of Georgia Press. 1981 ). A recent a ltempt to ex-
. -;i,rr mrent development on the Navajo reservation in light of NaYajo beliefs is Philip 

2s For Worster's discussion of New Ecology, see Nature\ F.conon)', 291- 338. Caroh 
chant , in her The Denth of Nature : Women, Ecology and the SciPntific Rer oluti.on (S<l n Fr:1l'lt 

Harper & Row, 1980), elates the death of a n organ ic, feminine na ture and its repl. r 
with a m ech <1n ica l formulation much earlier. 

i~1' Mother Earth. Father Shy, and Eronomir Dn•Plopmrnf: l\'avaho Resources and Thrir Lse 
nquerque: Uni Yers ity of New Mexico Pre,s , 198 1 ). The a1-tic le by Corne ll is forthcom 
n the E11 viro 11men to/ Rrvin.11. For a more ex tens ive eva lua tion of the lit er;1 ture on lndi-

·~ Jnd th e e nvi ronment, see Richard White," at i,·e A mericm'i and t he Environment:· 
\ R. Swagerty, ecl., Srhofo n m1rl th.P lndirin Ex/Jn ienre (Bloomington: ln rfrtn <l CniYers ily 
• •. 1984), 179- 204. 
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thought about nature, whether litera r y, poli t ical, or sc ien1i 
merel y re flects la rger cultural currents faces weaknesses of 
own. It is perhaps a more sophisticated view of the past, but i 
one which does not promise to reveal much about the human 
lationship to the rest of nature. Nature and the environment 11 

ma tely form only a minor part in the analysis. They are me 
mirrors reflecting the society which views nature, thinks about 
and adopts policies concerning it. Attitudes toward wilde 
tell us about the American mind; the purpose oflooking at c -
serva tio n battles in Colorado is "to provide a look into the tu 
of-the-century American mind." Scientific ideas on ecology 
. . . more closely interwoven with the general fabric of thou 
than is commonly supposed." This is a relativist, histor1 
stance basic to the newer intellectual history, the merits of wh 
are not the issue here. What is more germane is that phy 
nature in this literature becomes peculiarly passive and in.1 
mate. The powerful mistress of the determinists disappean i ~ 
a ha II of mirrors where we see, not her, but rather chan, · 
reflection s of our own cultural progress.30 

Both of these approaches are ultimately unsatisfying bee 
ne ither full y engages the complexity of history itself. The se, 
for abso lute va lues dead-ends because of its refusal to put e · 
ronmental thought within a broader cultural context and it. 1 

dency to treat history as a sort of intellectual scavenger hunt f1 
which one returns with useful ideas for our time. The histor· 
position is weak because in its attempt to understand the hu1 
relationship to the rest of nature, it only approaches one asp 
the rela tion ship. It starts from the reasonable premise that j· 
vidual thought is not independent but arises from a deeper 
tural and social mileu and reflects that mileu. Thought abou · 
tu re, in the end, only reflects other cultural values. The ~ ' 
howeve r, is often cultural solipsism since humans never see 
ture; all they see is themselves. Nothing is really explai 
Changed thought about nature is explained by referring to 
larg~_r, and usua lly unexplained, changes in society. Carried to 

extreme, environmental history loses its subject since the 

:i 0The re ference to the Ame1-ican mind refers to Nash, W ildernt'ss nnd thl' Amm oi" 
T he quo tes, in or<ler, are from McCarthy, Hour a{Trial, 4, and Wo rster, No t1m~ F.c 11 
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r1 ment and policies only reAect other aspects of the larger soci-
r v. ltimately environmental history as pu rely intellectua l or po
. ica l history must vanish back into the fields which gave it birth 
nd on which it relies for explanations of its subject matter. Intel
ctual and political history may be environmental history's par-

,. ts, but they are, by themselves, unable to nurture it. 3 1 

Environmental history has sustained itself by widening its con
r rn s and reengaging its analysis with changes in the natural 
· rid. Donald Worster's N ature\ Economy is a good example of 

w what initially seems a purel y intellectual history expands to 
lude a fuller array of subjects. Nature:~ Economy occupies itself 

'th the results of human actions on the environment as we ll CJS 

uman thought about it. Worster's discussion of grassland s ecol
v. for example, is placed firmly in the context of the disastrous 

I tst storms oft.he 1930s. Nature was not just something being 
•hought about; it was the sum of natural processes which alte red 
't d changed human lives. Ecology was, after all, not just a philo-
11 phical system ; it was also an attempt to describe the work1ngs 

natural systems. 32 

Ronald Tobey has carried this approach even further in his re
" nt Saving the Prairws, which concerns the same Clementian 

hool of grasslands ecology with its theory of ecological succes
mn leading to a nearly perfectly adapted climax formation. Ecol

" Tobey insists, is not an aspect of romantic preservationism, 
ut rather is "derived from utilitarian and scientific problems." To-
6\' puts scientific ecology within both a social and natural frame
rk. Like Nature:'i E conomy, this is still intellectual history, but To-

. v's volume is of the newer chastened sort. Although both Tobey 
ld Worster reject positivism and call on social explanations for 

f e origin and evolution of grasslands ecology, Tobey operates on 
more detailed and less cosmic plane than Worster. He stays away 

m the sweeping comparisons with Turnerian theory and the 

' Donald Wo rster is th e historian who most frankl y addresse s the problem of try ing to 
" tract ethica l standa rds from studies of nature. He does not deny the possibility. Al

ugh he hedges hi s suggestion with qua lifica tio ns, he suggests in Nature:~ Eco nomy tha t 
· ientist and m o rali st mig ht together explore a potential union of the ir concerns; might 

k a se t of empirica l fac ts with e thic(! ! mea ni ng, a set of mo ral truths" (p. 338). See also 
na ld Worster, "Hist.01·y as Na tura l Histo r y: An Essay on T heor y and Me thod , .. Pnrifir 

1,,1/n nral ReviP.w, U II ( 1984 ), I - 19. 
'!Wors te 1~ Na ture'.s Econom.\•, 205 - 253. 
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sometimes merely metaphoric connections with social change thJ' 
Worster employs. The connections Tobey advances are narrow 
more demonstrable, and often quantifiable. Profess ional rela1io · · 
ships, verifiable intellectual influences, and political loyalties C'

plain the success of the theory while its fall results from the pu 
melling the Dust Bowl gave Clementian theory even while ·
simultaneously opened up new opportunities for Clements ar 
his students as managers of the grasslands. 33 

How fruitful such attempts to link up an understanding 
scientific thinking, environmental change, and social change c, 
be is demonstrated in a series of works on a relativel y n(lrr 
topic: insecticides. Thomas Dunlap's DDT and John Perkins'. I 
sects, F,xpPrls and the Insecticide Crir;i11 examine changes in the na lu· 
ral world as well as the human thought and policies which hel 
produce them. In both works the reciprocal inAuences of en 
ronmental change, social change, and political action emer~ 

Perkins's account of the economic, cultural, social, and enviro 
menta l inAuences which have determined why and how insec 
cides are used is particularly incisive. In combination with Jam 
Whorton's B~forr) Silent Spring, a study which covers the pre-DDT 
era, these books have created a model of how the evolution o 1 

particular environmental problem can be studied. 34 

The work of Perkins and Dunlap is an example of the reemr 
gence of an older environmental history where the ecologic<ll , 
social consequences of human-induced changes in the nat11 
wor1d serve not as a background to a largely intellectual or p I' 
cal history, but rather are moved to the foreground as the . t 
stance of the history itself. This history owes much to Ju~ 
Malin , but his relationship to it is a complex one. Malin so 
times seems the Lazarus of American historians; for the last <l 
ade so many scholars have been trying to resurrect his schola -
reputation that it is perhaps time for someone to point out th 
the tomb is empty. Malin's reputation has long ago risen. Repe-

33 Ronald Tobey, Saving lhP Prairies: The Life Cycle of the Founding School of Amnirn 

Ecolofzy, 1895- 1955 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1981 
34John H . Perkins, Insects, Experts, and the Insecticide Crisis: The Questfor New Pest Mn 

ment Strategies (New York : Plenum Press, 1982) ; T homas R. Dunlap, DDT Scin 1f11/1, f 

um nnd Pnbfic Polle)' (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Uni versity Press, 1981 ); J ames Wlw 
Before Silent Sprin{Z: PPsticfrles and Public Health in pre-DDT America (Princeton. 
Princeton University Press, 1974). 
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dly cited , usua ll y with ful some praise, his ThP Grassland o(.\'rn th 
lmnica is probabl y more read today than during his lifet ime . ;rnd 
n exce llent co llection of his essays has just been reissued .:-i 5 

Malin has his heirs, but many of them are often ambivalent 
thout his legacy. Malin used revolutionary techniques in scho lt=tr
hip to buttress reactionary social conclusions. Hostile to soci ;:d 
nd.environmental planning, Malin has become the unlike ly pro
enrtor of a group of scholars identified with the environmen
al r~ovement and who often advocate the planning that Malin 
I sp1sed. 
Pe~· haps, the best example of Mali n's complicated legacy can be 
en m Donald Worster's Dmt. Bowl, one of several recent volumes 

on the Dust Bowl and clearly one of the best volumes in the recent 
lowering of environmental history. Worster, who stronglv cri-
1<p1ed Malin in his NaturP~'l Econorn_v, took him on again 'in' D1lr;; f 

'.no!. Worster's book is in many ways the kind of study that Malin 
pioneered: interdisciplinary and concerned with the reciprocal 
mnuences of nature and society. The lessons that Malin and Wor

er dr~w from the American experience in the grasslands, how-
"':er, d1ffere~ profoun?ly'. Malin attacked New Deal planning; 
\\orster arraigned cap1tahsm. Yet as Worster recog nized, Malin 
,1d already as ked the significant questions and pointed out the 
1g11ificant issues. Wha t were the implications of ecology not only 

1 southern plain s farming, but also for the larger economic cul-
1rc controlling the land? Malin, like Worster, argued that the 
nlogy and the larger economic culture were irreconcilable. 

f:ilin, in the older tradition of a powerful and resilient natu re, 
f ught the plains were strong enough to recover'" ithout mod 

,. n ecologica l m anagement. He lavished his concern on wh;:1 t he 
ga rded as the tender shoot of laissez-faire ind iv idu 

li m that was threatened by planning in the name of nature . 
\'nrs ter focused his analysis on a powerful, destructive capitalism 
nd its economic culture as the root cause of an environmental 

i1; is that threatened both land and people. Worster's a na lys is is 
hf more compelling, particularly in comparison to what amounts 

' rearguing of a political position close to Malin's in Paul Bon-

" r.he coll ection edited by Swierenga, HislOIJ nnrf. Erolo.l,')' contai ns a bibliograph,· of 
· 1 11 1 work and a fine essay on his schol;:ir~hip. 
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nifield's study of the Dust Bowl. Bonnifie1d reduces the Dust Bo"' 
to a temporary technical maladjustment which was aggravated 
a perverse weather cycle. He contends that the social con. 
quences have been grossly exaggerated and that resolute farme 
corrected the problems despite misguided government program 
Nevertheless, Malin still emerges well from any comparison 10 

these later works on the grassland. He first framed the proble 
and recognized its significance. His analysis of the failings of Cl · 
mentian ecology was in many respects correct, and his account 
the Indian and early white use of the Great Plains is far more . ,;.. 
phisticated than most studies which came later. 3

1) 

Worster's Dust Bowl marked the full reemergence of studies t 
historians who examined the relationship between social and c 
vironmental change. The long absence of historians from tl 
field had left such concerns pretty firmly in the hands of hist.or 
cal geographers. From Carl Sauer through Andrew Hill Clark n 

Donald Meinig, the inAuence of humans on the 1andscape h, ' 
remained a central concern of historical geography. These st.uh 

ies tended in the 1960s to be regiona1 in focus. Clark produc 
his artfu1 study of Nova Scotia while Meinig turned out somr 
times massive tomes on the Pacific Northwest, Texas, and th~ 
Southwest. On the surface, Meinig's books might appear t.o "' 
conventional regional histories, but beneath his sometim~ 
numbing description lurked his major concern: the transform _ 
tion of the land. He stressed the way in which humans have i 
Auenced "every foot of ground," and the cultural baggage whid 
for better or worse, had so often influenced land use. 37 

3HDonald WOT-s tet~ Dwt Bowl: The Southern Plaim in the 1930s (New Yor k: Oxford linl'f~ 
sity Press. 1979); R. Doug las Hurt , The Dust Bowl: An Agricultural and Social Hi1tory (C" 
caRo : Ne lson-Ha ll, 198 1 ); Mathew Paul Bonnifield, Thr Dwt Bowl: Men, Dirt, and !lff>• 
sion (A lbuque rque : University of New Mexico Press, 1979). For Malin's attack on plannt
see, "Space and History: Reflections on the C losed-Space Doctrines of Turner and \I 
kinder," in Malin, Hi~t,ory and Ecology, 68-84 . 

~ 7 A good se lectio n of Sauer's work is contained in his Land and L!fe. edited by 'II 

Leighty (Berkeley and Los AnReles: UniversityofC;ilifornia Press, 1969). Forexampl 
Andrew Hill C lark's work, see Acadia: The Geogmphy of Ea rl_,, Norn Scotia to 1760 (M;id1 
Uni versity of Wisconsin Press, 1968) and Thrn Cen tu ries and thr Island: A Hi1·toricnl (.r 
phy of Settln nent and AgriculJure in Prince Edward Island, Canada (Toronto : Unive!"'il l 
Toronto Press, 1959). For Donald Meinig, see his The Great Columbia Plain: A Hi tn· ., 
Ceogrn/Jhy, 1805- 1910 (Seattle : University of Washington Press, 1968), Southwest: Thm flw. 
pl11s in Geographical Change, 1600-1970 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971 ), /m~ 
Texas: An /n tnpretivr E ssay in Cultural Geography (Aust in: Uni versity of Texas Pres!'. 1r • 
The quote is from The Crrat Columbia Plain, 468. 

, · 
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As historians rekindled their own interests, they and the his
' rical geogra phers have turned out a new generation of loca l 

dies which draw on this scholarship even as they differ from it 
r {\ ignificant ways. The newer studies are more concerned with 
he consequences of the environmental changes human s had 
·rought. The rationale behind many of these works seems to be 
ha t a small, relatively isola ted re gion can provide an almost lab-

•' atory example of social and environmental change at work. My 
n vn Land u~e, Environment, and Social Change studies a county in 
· '. tern Washington from Salish Indian occupation until the 
9 Os. William Preston's Vanishing Landscapes took basically the 
. me approach to the Tulare Lake Basin in California. Roughl y 
imi lar books have appeared on the Tahoe Lake Basin , early 
ineteenth-century New Brunswick, and the Sonoran desert. 

f 'nfort.unately, few of these studies have been informed by the 
hers. 38 

Other recent books have adopted a larger regional focus. Two 
' the most prominent of these are William Cronon's Chnn.ws in 
. r Land and Albert Cowdrey's This Land, This South. Cronon's 
· rk is the most successful of the two because he limits his history 

• colonial New England, and focuses his comparison fairly pre
ci ely on the differing ways Indians and whites shaped the land 
nd the consequences of their actions for each society. Cowdrey, 

1 n the other hand, takes in the entire South. Although he com
p. les an interesting series of descriptions and vignettes (in strnc
ti \' dramas he calls them at one point), the cumulative impact 

merely that of a series of snapshots of the changing South 
lined by broadly sketched explanations of the change. 39 Robin 
oughty's Wildlife and Man in Texas is a more narrowl y focused 
rudy which still suffers from problems similar to Cowdrey's. The 

'~ Richard White, Land UsP., Environment. and Soria! Chnn[!:e: The Shaping of Island County, 
" hington (Seatt le : Uni versity of Washing to n Press, 1980); William L. Presto n , Vani,1hin1; 

It. dvnpf's: Lnnd and Lifr in the TulnrP Lake Basin (Berkelev a nd Los Angeles : Uni vers ity of 
1 J 1fo rnia Press, 1981 ); Douglas H. Strong, Tahoe: An E111'iro11mmta f Hi1tor_'Y (Linco ln : Uni
.. ~ ity of Nebraska Press, 1984); Graeme Wynn , Timber Colon)': A H istori.cnl Geor:raph)• of 
•,11 v Nineteenth Centur_v New Bmnswick (Toronto: Universi.ty of Toron to Press, 1981 ): 
\ nry F. Dobyn s, From Fire to Flood: H i-1tohc Human Destnu:tion of Sonomn Drsert R iverine 
fl.w1(Socorro, N.M. : Ballena Press, 1981 ). 
~William Cronon. Changps in the Lrznd: lndiam. Coloni,1ts, and thf' Eco /of!)' of 1\ rw En.f! /a nd 

'"w York: Hill a nd Wang, 1983): A lbert E. Cowdrey, T hL1 Land, Thi1 South: An Environ-
1111 History (Lexington: Unive rsit y of Kentuc kv Press, 1 98~). The quote is from p. 127. 
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often anecdotal evidence cannot always support the book's en 
clusions. Other regions have been the subject oft.wo collection rl 

essavs: the first, on the Great Plains, is a conscious attempt to til 
an e~osystem perspective, and the second covers the Great Lakt-i 
Forest. As is common in such collections, there is some trouble r 
getting the essays to form a coherent whole, but Fr~deri< 
Luebke's excellent introductory essay for the Great Plams r 

ume gives that book a unity it would otherwise lack. 40 

The problem facing scholars making either regional or 10\ 
environmental studies is, as Graeme Wynn points out in his Ti 
bPr Colony, that no matter how carefully bounded in place a , 
time local studies are, they involve processes which originated ·. 
and involved much larger areas and groups of people. Histn 
provides few laboratories. Increasing the scale only magnifies t 
problem. The region cannot explain its own development or af 
count for the processes that affect it, as Cronon acknowled_ge'i ·· 
eventually putting his study in the context of a global capit ;:i ·1' • 

economy. 41 

Again and again local and regional studies must resort to ' 
planations which transcend the immediate material under co 
sideration. In much of the literature interpretations of hum,· 
impact on the North American environment over the last fr • · 
hundred years depend on two broadly simultaneous proce 
the expansion of western Europeans with their plants, animal 
and diseases to other portions of the globe and the rise of capita~ 
ism and with it a world economy. Environmental historian. r~ : 

not argue that before European contact the environment was · 
yond human manipulation; what they do argue is that once c. · 
tact took place, the invasion of exotic microbes, plants, and a i> 

mals, along with entanglement of native peoples in a developi . 
world economy, came to have an increasingly important effe I 

40 Doughty, Wildlife rmd Man in Texas; Blouet and Luebke, eds., T~e Great Plain.1: E i 

m.ent and Cu/Jure; Susan L. Flader, ed ., The Great Lakes Forest: An Environmental and \,. ,. 
Histoq• (Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, 1983). Also pertinent here i\ I\ 
0. W~cker, The Cu/turn/ Geography of Eighteenth Century NPw Jer.se.v (Tren_ton : New~ 
Historical Commissio.n, 1975). Other· regional studies are content :-v1th ch.ron i< '• 
the changes in the environment; they make little attempt to look at rec1p~ocal mflur>'I 
See Raymond Dasmann, California '.~ Changing Environment (San Francisco: Bm!l 
Fraser, 1981 ). 

41 Wynn, Timber Colony, 10; Cronon, Changes in the Land, 160-170. 
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" l<l ping the North American landscape and its peoples. This is 
.n approach I took in my recent study of the destruction of three 
· tive American subsistence systems: The Roots rf DPjJnidrncy. 
u h assertions can, of course, lead to the same trap that con
nnts intellectual histories of environmental thought: if the use 

,) the environment and changes in it simply reAects something 
l·e, then environmental history loses its subject. The newer his

tories avoid this dilemma by resorting to neither economic nor 
iological determinism but rather the reciprocal inAuences oper

uing between human society and the natural world. The land 
· ofte n produced unforeseen consequences for the society that ai

red it. 42 

Alfred Crosby made perhaps the earliest and one oft he clear
statements of the often unforeseen reciprocal inAuences oper-

ing between social and natural sys tems in his Columbian F:x
r .nnge. Crosby effectively traced the environmental 
··onsequences of contact among Europeans, Africans, ;md the 
fw oples of Indian America. Yet as important a synthesis of the 
tiwironmental aspects of contact as Crosby's book was, it re-
-iained, in some ways, too biological. The social and cultural 

. ontext of contact was too sketchy. Biology sometimes seemed to 

.'r' lc rmine history. Such an emphasis was certainly understand
.h given the nature of the material Crosby confronted: the dra
~t ;ltic depopulation of Indian America from European diseases 
't which Indian peoples had no resistance and the spread of pre
\'tnusly localized plants and animals all over the world. Biology 
'4( med the crucial fact of history, and a school of historical de

ographers, of whom Henry Dobyns is the most noted practi-
. 'nner, has asserted this in terms far more forceful than Crosby's. 

!t hough there is no denying this massive population decline, 
nbvns's in his recent Their /\umber Become Thinned pushes pre

.{ lt;mbian populations to dubious heights. The new flgures are 
1.ed on shaky inferences from partial data. Dobyns makes the 

1 T he literature on Indian alteration and shaping of the landscape is con ~ ider;ihle. For 
• l\fllssion of some of it , see White," Native Americans and the EnYironment. .. l 81- 182 . 

,ti o Rich a rd White, The Rnnts of Drf1nzdn1ry : Suh~istence, Enl'iro11mn1t nnd Soria! Clzn ngP 
1 "''I< the Choctaws, Pnwn Prs, and Navahos (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press. 198~). 
'\ the problem of determinism and reciproca l inAuences. see Cronon. Chn11 i!"P ' 111 th r 

'mtf. 9-15. 
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decline too uniform while he oversimplifies its causes. Crosh\ 
meanwhile, has modified his own view in an extremely impo 
tant but neglected article. He presents population decline 
the result of a complex interplay of social and environmentJ 
factors. 43 

Perhaps the best example of the ramifications of European m~ 

gration on natural systems and the deep connections betwee 
cultural and natural change can be seen in Stephen Pyne's Fire · 
America. Pyne's book is in many ways flawed: repetitive, tende · · 
tious in some of the claims it makes for the influence of fire on th 
environment, and sometimes crude in its- social analysis. It is al~ 
however, sweeping, innovative, and, most of all, insistent on th 
complex interplay between natural and cultural forces. Pyn 
makes fire a cultural phenomenon. How fire behaves and what i 1 

consequences are depend not only on natural systems but also on 
cultural systems with their domesticated crops and animals, wit 
the meaning they attach to fire, with their understanding ofhov 
fire behaves, and with their ability to set or control it. Pyne per· 
forms the impressive feat of giving what seems a constant natur 
phenomenon a history. The movement of peoples, the creati 
of landscapes, and changes in natural phenomena all are inte 
twined.44 

Pyne's success in demonstrating the cultural elements of nat 
ral processes is part of a wider trend in examining the creation 
postc<mtact landscapes. Pyne took what might have been a si 
pie resource study of forests or grasslands, where the only histor 
would have been changing policies and attitudes toward natu 
systems, and reinterpreted his subject in such a way as to make i 
dynamic whole. In a quieter way the same kind of change 
reflected in other resource studies. Studies ofland policy, fore : 
ample, have been a staple of the history of western America sin 
the nineteenth century. Such works comprise a formidable liter 

4
:
1 Alfred W. Crosby, Jr., The Co/11mhim1 Exchangr : Bi.olof{irnl anrl Cultural Co11seq11nit · 

1492 (Westport. Conn.: Greenwood Press. 1972); Henry F. Dobyns, Theirf\umberB 
Thi11nrd : Nati ;•e Amniwn Pofmlatio11 D_vnamics in Eastern North Amrrica (Knoxville : L'nil 
sity of Tennessee Press, 198~); Alfred W. Croshy,J r., "Virgin Soil Epidemics as a Factlll' 
the Aboriginal Depopulation in Americ<1," William nnd Mor_)' Quarterly, XXXIJI (1 0 · 
289-299. 

44Stephen J. Pyne, Firr in America: A Cu/turn/ History of Wilrlland and Rural Firr (Pr i"YT 
ton, NJ. : Princeton University Pre~s. 1982). 
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!lire: lucid, precise, and comprehensive. The environmental con-
erns of such works were, however, limited. William W ant has 

i1 ttempted to remedy this in a recent popular book on public 
lf1 nds, Westward in Eden, by appending a series of current environ
mental concerns and developments onto the framework pro
vided by the older studies, but the result is derivative and disap
pointing. 45 

Far more successful have been studies that attempt to interpret 
the landscape created by human actions as cultural and social 
rtifacts in and of themselves. Hildegard Binder Johnsons Order 

Upon the Land focuses on the results of the application of the rec
rrt ngular survey on the upper Mississippi Valley. Although a 
purely cultural artifact-the rectangular survey-forms the fo-
us of the book, the actual results in the landscape can only be 

understood by looking at the complex interplay between nature 
and culture. More ambitious is John Stilgoe's Common Landscape of 
America. Stilgoe, beginning his study with the European experi-
nce in creating landscapes, examines the economic, environ

mental, cultural, and social influences which created the com
mon American landscapes before 1845. Although the book 
ometimes teeters toward antiquarianism and offers generaliza

tions for which the factual basis is dubious, it does a good job of 
indicating how complex the factors were which led to the. crea
ion of specific landscapes and the depth of meaning these land-
apes could have for their inhabitants. 46 

Among the factors shaping Stilgoe's landscapes was the second 
r~ rge process at issue here: the expansion of capitalism and the 
"·orld economy. Differentiating economic processes from the 
ther ways in which Europeans with their biological and cultural 

0 For the older land studies, see Vernon Carstensen. ed ., The Public Lands: Studie~ in the 
lfi 101)1 of the Public Domain (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1962); Paul W. Gates, 
lfotnry of Puhlic Land Law Development (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office. 
1968); Roy R~bbins, Our Lander! Hnila![e: The Puhlic Domain, 1776-1936 (Princeton, NJ. : 
P~nceton_ U~1vers1ty Press'. 1942). Among the more recent works, see William K. Wyant, 
Ur1tward m Eden : The Puhhc Land~ and the Conservation Movement (Berkeley and Los An-

les: University of California Press, 1982). For a recent disappointing study of New Deal 
~md-use planning, see Marion Clawson, Nrw Deal Plrmnin~: The National Rrsouras Pla11 -
mg Board (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1981 ). 

•R J-Iildegard Binder Johnson, Orrin Upon the Lnnd: The U. S. Rectmilfltlar Land Surot"V and 
.' l pfJPr Mi.ssi.ssipt1i_ Cnuntr_-y (New York : Oxford University Press, 1976) : John Stifgoe. 

f "mmon Lrmrl.w:npr of Amenca, 1580 to 1845 (New Haven : Yale University Press, 1982). 
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baggage shaped North America is necessarily somewhat arb· 
trary, and many historians seem reluctant to address econom· 
issues directly. To do so invites charges of reductionism and eccr 
nomic determinism. Historians such as Worster and Cronon, who 
emphasize the impact either of capitalism or the world econon11. 
attempt to defuse such charges by insisting that capitalism itself . 
must be understood not only as an economic system but also as a ' 
cultural system which posits basic relationships between hum;in 
beings and nature. Their analyses, whatever their faults, are n 
examples of simple economic determinism. 47 

In much of the literature the issue of the relationship between 
economic organization and environmental change remains im· 
plicit. This is particularly true in the studies of water which form 
a thriving segment of current environmental history. In the west· ' 
ern United States water rather than land has emerged a the criti· 
cal resource in twentieth-century economic development, but 
where students of the environmental results of land policy had a 
literature developed over nearly a century to draw upon, scholar 
studying water had to start almost from scratch. Much of the basic ' 
history of water policy in the American Southwest has been done 
by Norris Hundley, not only in his Water and the West, a study of thr 
Colorado River Compact, but also in a series of recent articles or ; 
Indian water rights. A broader but less detailed survey of the de· 
velopment of western water law is available in Robert Dunbar·, 
Forging New Rights in Western Waters. In both Hundley and Dunbar 
water rights are explained not as static legal doctrines but as evolr· 
ing legal systems contrived out of experiment and compromise in . , 
order to further economic development. 48 

47 See Cronon, ChangPs in the Land, 159- 170; Worster, Dn~t Bowl, 3- 8. 
48 Norris Hundley, jr .. Water and thf' WPst: The Colorado RiverCompa.ct and the Politicsof l·l'titr 

in the Ameriwn WPst (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 19i· 1 
Hundley, Dividing the Waters: A CPnt11r)' of Controversy Belwf'Pn the United States and Mn • 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press. 1966); Hundley, "The Da 
and Bloody Ground of Indian Water Rights : Confusion Elevated to Principle," iii~ ,... 
Hi~torical Quarterly, IX ( 1978), 155-182; Hundley, "The Winter's Decision and Ind 1 ~ 
Water Rights : A Mystery Reexamined," Westnn Historica.lQuartl!rly, XIII (1983), 17 - ·I} 
Robert G. Dunbar, Forging New Righl~ in Western Waters (Lincoln: University of Nebra' 1 

Press. 1983); Clayton R. Koppes, "Public Waters, Private Land : Origins of the Acrf'a('!' 
Limitation Controversy, 1938-1953," Pacific Hi~t.orical RevU!w, XLVII (1978), 607-li ~ 
Donald]. Pisani, "The Strange Death of the California-Nevada Compact: A Study in 111 

terstate Water Negotiations,'" ibid., XLVI I ( 1978), 637-658; Pisani, "State vs. Nation : Fr•. 
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Behind these legal battles over water has been the question o f 
onomic allocation: who gets it, why, and for what? Since west 

ern water is a finite, often scarce, resource its use rcpr sent:.; ;1 

1ero sum game: those who secure it do so at the expense of othe r 
l<limants. Not only that, but those who use the vast aquifers of 

the West do so only by threatening the eventual exhaustion of the 
aq uifers themselves. Water development , therefore, involves 
·ombat between alternative users and uses, environmental alter
;Hions, social changes as water is removed from one region and 
brought to another, and the threat of eventual depletion as water 
i drawn from underground aquifers faster than it is repl;iced. In 
wa ter development the connections between social and environ -· 
mental change are thus particularly stark, and Don a ld Pi:.;ani, i 1 1 

his recent From Family Farm to Agribusiness, has done ::1 fine job n ' 

tracing the hopes for and social implications of irrigation in Cali 
fo rnia as it shifted from a means of transforming society into ,, 
bulwark of the agricultural establishment. His work joins th t 
areful essays of Lawrence B. Lee as basic reading in th e field. 4 !1 

It is only recently that the suggestion has been seriously mad1 
in the West that water is best left where it is both to preserve an 
xis ting ecosystem and to provide recreation. It is a view that has 

prevented the development of sections of some major western 
ivers although the battle that has received the most detailed at

tention is one that preservationists lost. Tim Palmer's Strmislaus: 
nu~ Stuggle for a River is a journalistic account of the controversy 
f ver the eventual damming of the Stanislaus River. Often affect-
rlly folksy and too detailed, the book is still a useful examination 

of the two positions and a good account of how grass-mots envi
·onmental campaigns are organized and mounted.~ 0 

r al Reclamation and Water Rights in the Progressive Era,'' ihid., LI ( 1982). 2fi5 - 282. 
Wa llace Stegner, BPyonrl the 1-hmdredth Mnidirm :John WPslf')' PowPll ml(/ th.t' 0/1Pnin.~ of thf' M-/> , f 
!Boston : Houghton Mifflin, 1954) st.ill deserves mention here. 

i
9 Donaldj. Pisani, From the Famil_v Frtrm to Agrilnuinf'.1.1: The Irrigation Crmade in r.ali(oniio 

1 •lfl the West, 1850- 1931 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University ofCaliforni;i Press, 1984 ): 
I awrence B. Lee, "Environmental Implications of Governmental Reclamation in Ca li
nrnia." Agricultuml Hi~ton, XLIX (1975), 221-2~0. and Lee, "William Ellsworth Smythe 

,ind the Irrigation Movement: A Reconsideration ," Pacific Historiral Rn•if'll'. XU ( 1972) . 
• R9-'.H I. 
~"Tim Palmer, Stanislaus: The Stmgt;IPfnr a Ri11er (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Uni\'ersitv 

' C;ilifornia Press, 1982). Elmo Richardson gives extensive coverage to the Echo P;irk 
' .1ni battle in his fJoms, Park~, and Politirs. 
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Preservationist/development battles over water go back !O 

Hetch Hetchy, but even older are the battles between different 
types of development. In a major study that looks to the east an 
a state which seemed plagued by too much rather than too littlr 
water, Nelson Blake has written a fine book on water manage· 
ment in Florida: Land into Watn~ Water into Land. Blake works . ~ 
multaneously and instructively with three themes: how and wh' 
water was brought under human control and the results of this on , 
Florida's environment; how development schemes reAect battl~ 
among various interest groups, and how such schemes fit into the 
larger economic and political evolution of Florida and the 
United States. Blake shows how a changing economic and politi· 
cal context has brought older engineering solutions into conAict 
with ecological concerns and how environmental mismanage· 
ment has transformed the problem from one of having too much 
water to worries about both water quality and quantity. Together 
with works on Los Angeles's quest for water discussed earlier. 
Blake's book presents an excellent example of the environment;il 
ramifications of the endless search for economic growth. 51 

The specter often haunting this growth has been the fear nf 
resource depletion, and nowhere is this more apparent than i1 
the arid West's concern with water. The most immediate worry i 
with the ·exhaustion of aquifers in the Southwest and the Gre<l 
Plains, particularly the massive Ogallala aquifer. As Dona!O 
Green explains in the best account of groundwater irrigation in a 
single region, Land of Underground Rain, there developed in thr 
high plains of Texas a deep belief in technological solutions 10 

problems of aridity. Yet, as the aquifers have declined, no ne' 
alternative has developed. Charles Bowden's Killing the HiJ/.dr 
Waters, which examines roughly the same region over a long r 
time span, compares Indian land use with this mining of the aqui· 
fers and predicts ultimate ecological and social disaster for th~ 
region. More sanguine, but still critical of current development 
on the high plains, is Morton Bittinger and Elizabeth Green's Yn 
Never Miss the Water Till ... (The Ogallala Story) which gives a brief 
environmental and historical background to the current situa~ 

51 Nelson M. Blake. Land into Watn; Water into Land: A History of Water ManaRemnl 
F/o,-idn (Tall ahassee : .University Presses of Florida, 1980). The books referred to ear · 
are Ka hrl. Wotnond Pown; and Hoffm an, Vi~ion or Villainy. 
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ion. None of these books, however, offers a convincing < s<;ess-
1ent of how and why this seeming case of environmental su icide 

might make sense to the participants within the larger context of 
apitalism. 52 

• • . 

Fear of ultimate exhaustion ts a less dramatic feature of studies 
of renewable resources such as timber or grass, but here, too, de
pletion has been a concern of historians. A recent collect ion, 
, fobal Deforestation and the Nineteenth-Century World Economy, at
mpts to put forest destruction in its economic context. The r_wo 

, rticles on American forests, one by Thomas Cox on the Pacific 
'forthwest and one by Michael Williams on Ohio, point up the 
omplexity of this destruction. In Ohio subsisten~e ~armers w~re 

illitially responsible for destroying the for.es.ts, wh1l~ m ~he Pacific 
~orthwest it was commercial loggers. Wilham Vmght s study of 
he public grasslands of the western United States is less theoreti
' lly sophisticated than other studies discussed t?us far. It har~
ns in some ways back to the old Robber Baron literature, but It 
oes do a good job of examining the damage to the western range 

:rnd attempts by western stockowners to conduct a land g1-ab af
f r World War II.5 3 

The rise of environmental regulations has in recent years pro
\'ided a new context for the study of economic influences on the 
nvironment. How in fact these regulations have been enacted, 
nforced, and what their consequences have been has received 

the best historical treatment thus far in Richard H.K. Viet.or's 
ok on the coal industry: Environmental Politics and the Coal Coa

l tion. Vietor explains how changing economic organi~atio~ has 
contributed to the ability of coal producers and thetr a lli es to 
til unt the impact. of environmental regulations which seek to 
orce producers to assume more of the social costs of e~ergy pro

tl uction. He argues that pluralist models hardly descnbe a pro
ess which, bec~use it increasingly focuses on technical issues, fa-

n oonald E. Green, Land of the Undngro11nd Rain: lrri~ation on the TPXllJ Hi[!h Plains. 
J'll0- 1970 (Aust.in: University of Texas Press, 1973); Charles ~o.wen, Kil/mg ~hp Huldrn 
l'1trrs (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1977) ; Morton W. ~1ttmger and Ehz?heth B. 

(, ren, You Never Mis~ the Watn T ill ... (Th,11 0Ralla!a Story) (Littleton. Colo. : \\- <i ter Re-
n 1rces Publications. 1980). . .. 

11 Richard P. Tucker and J F. Richards. eds.: cto.bn! Defomtatwn a~d. thP ~ mefPPTllh· 

f"nit 11 ry World Economy (Durham, N.C.: Duke Univer<>Il( Press. 1983); \.\ tlliam \ ~1ght. Jr.: 
1/i/ir Grazing Lands: Uv an d M1.HL~P hy /n rhL~ln1 anri ( .ovnnment (New Bruns"' 1ck. NJ . 
utgers University Press, 1976). 
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vors corpora te coa litions which possess the resources neces. an 
to domina te in such a forum. 54 

In mos t of the literature discussed thus far urba n environ men· 
tal issues have received little attention, yet in many ways both 
modern environmentalism and the economic inAuences shaping 
the environment flow from urban sources. AJthough today the 
environmental and political problems of pollution and overcon
gestion dominate popular attention at least as much as concern. 
over wilderness or natural resource policy, these problems, a .. 
Martin Melosi has been pointing out for several years, have re· 
ceived little attention from historians. Melosi himself has done 
much to correct this situation both in his Garbage in the Citir.~ : 

R efuse, R eform, and the Environment, 1880-1980 and in a fine col
lection of essays tha t he has edited, Pollution and R eform in Ameri
can Cities, 1870-1930. In Melosi 's work several themes alread\ 
discussed come together in a new context which has the p9tentia 
for significantly altering interpretations of environmentalism 
and its origins. Concern with health and the aesthetics of every
day life are a current of urban environmentalism which goes back 
to the la te nineteenth century. Concerns with air, water, noisr. 
and solid waste pollution form the basis of this environmental· 
ism, and if efforts to solve such problems did not rock capitalism. 
they did raise serious questions about the actual benefits of thr 
unrestrained free market. They brought into question the san · 
tity of priva te ownership and how social costs were allocated in 
the economy. T hey spurred the drive for public regulation. Man
aging the urban environment became a necessity and provided 
both a n impetus for the rise of professional managers and a 
arena for conAicting pressure groups. Women played a particu· 
larly significant role in this since existing ideologies of domestici11 
legitimized their concern with urban environmental problem 
Being "municipal housekeepers" seemed a logical extension o 
their existing cultural roles. 55 

54 Richard H.K. Vietor, Environmental Politics and the Coal Coaliti.on (College Stati 
Texas A & M Uni versity Press, 1980). 

55 Ma rtin V. Melosi, ed ., Pollution and R eform in American Cihes, 1870-1930 (Austin : l' 
versity of Texas Press, 1980); Melosi, Garbage in the Cihes: Ref we, RPform, and Envirnnrnt 
1880-1980 (Co llege Sta tio n : Texas A & M University Press, 1981 ). For municipal ho 1 

keeping, see Sue ll en M. Hoy, "Municipal House keeping: The Rol e of Women in lrnp1r .. 
ing Urban Sa ni tatio n Prac tices, 1880- 1917," in Melos i, ed ., Pollution nnd Refo rm, In - Ill 
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As Melosi and several of the authors in his coll ec tion of es-
ays make clea r, the connection be tween po llution and hea lth has 

been pa rticul a rl y centra l to the deve lopment of urba n e nviron 
menta li sm. Origin a lly founded o n faulty science-the mias ma 
~heory-t~e connection has nonetheless rem ained strong. Stud
ies of public health have allowed a fruitful merger between the 
concerns of environmental historian s and medical historia ns; in 
deed, the line between public health and environmental historv 
·an be so hazy that it. is hard to know how to classify books su~h a~ 

J udith Leavitt's excellent The Healthiest City. As Leavitt shows, ini
tially many believed there was no necessary contradiction be
tween urban concerns with public health and the desire for eco
nomic growth. Environmental reformers convincingly argued 
that there could be no real and lasting growth in cities like Mil
wa ukee until the appalling death ra tes of nine teen th-centurv 
urban America were brought down and a decent environme n,t 
guara~te~d. Bringing it down, however, involved cha nges in the 
1 rga mza t10n of the city and its economy. Reciproca l influences 
hetween the environment and society opera ted as full y in the citv 
ali elsewhere. 56 / 

. The concern with the connections between health a nd pollu-
11011 forms the starting point for a recent interpretation of mod-
rn envir?nmentalism, Ri5k and Culture, by Mary Douglas and 

Aa ron Wildavsky.57 The theme of their book is revealed in two 
questions: W~y out of the whole array of dangers facing contem
porary Americans, do they emphasize certain ones? Whv do thev 
hoose environmental dangers, particularly dangers t~ health, 

"'·hen by most sta tistical measurements Americans a re now 
hea lthier than they have ever been be fore? The cho ice of risk, 
rhe authors argue, is socially selected; it is a reflection of the soci-
1y in which people make the choice, and more than tha t, people 

~l~o. see Caro lyn Mercha nt , ed ., "Wo~1en ;md Environmenta l History, .. a special is!' ue of 
I 1

1Pmmmentnl Rer11P~o, V I 11 ( 1 98~). which po in ts ou t t he paucity o f research on th e part 
omen have played m conse rva tio n o rganiza tio ns. 
~.~.J t~dith Walzer ~eavitt , Th~ Hea!th/Ps/ City: Milu •aukn nnd the Politics of Hen /th Rrfnrm 

IPi mceton , NJ : Princeton Urn versity Press, 1 9~2). Also. see Alfred Crosbv. Jr., F./>irlPmir 
11 ul Prnre, 1918 (Westport, Conn .: Gree nwood Press, 1976). , · 

~ 7 ~fa r y Dougl as a nd Aaron Wildavs ky. R i ~k and C1Llt 1trr: An F.ssay on th p SrlPr tinn n(Tl'(h
rtn fn,:;1{(/ I and Emnronmentnl Dangrrs (Be rke ley and Lo~ Ange les. Uni ven itv of Ca li forn ia 
Prr ~ . 1983). · 
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who occupy different social positions within a society will choo 
to empha ize different risks. The current emphasis on enviro 
mental dangers is the result of the deveJopment of what thev ,1 

sectarianism. Sectarians are utopians committed to h~m. 
goodn~ss~ to equality, to purity of heart and mind. The dange 
to their ideal are worldliness and conspiracy, and sectaria~ 
themselves tend to be intolerant and committed to drastic solu
tions. The rise in influence of the sectarians is the result of ·· 
compl~x historica} pattern of social changes." 

E~v1ronmentahsm for Douglas and Wildavsky is a social. ma~l 
Environmental problems are not the cause of the environmentali 
cr~t~q~e; they are an excuse for it. A cultural predisposition 
cnttCize and attack the social order comes first. Such an arg 
ment imposes some burdens on the authors. The reader ne rf 
e~~dence of the existence and influence of this cultural predi 
s1tlon, and beyond that, an account of its origins. The author 
provide none of this. Their case for the environmentalists as s 
tarians (a concept so flexible that it could fit almost any group · 
some moment) is built on arbitrary and dubious cultural anah 
gies. The account of the cultural origins of environmentalism 
based on an historical analysis which is innocent not only of cw 
rent work in environmentaJ history but also of recent work if' 
American history in general. The historical sections are, me ,. 
fully, as brief as they are bad. If this were done in the older ah· 
torical style of the social sciences, it wouJd be understandab ~ 
but history forms part of the underpinnings of the argume 
here making the result si1Iy and embarassing. 

In the end, Douglas and Wildavsky create a parody of the erl\ 
ronmental movement. At times they recognize its internal dr' 
sions and diversity, but successes are attributed to their sectaria 
The evidence offered for this in the last chapters is quite sele n· 
and is presented without any attempt at historical context. Th 
is littJe nuance here. David Brower of Friends of the Earth. 
example, becomes littJe more than a cardboard target lacking f , 

substance of depth achieved even in good journalism. Compa 
to John McPhee's treatment of Brower in Conversations with 
Archdruid) Douglas and Wildavsky's book is a cartoon. Similti 
Joseph Sax's analysis of the same people who are Rish and Cult 
sectarians has a subtlety missing here. This simplicity comes m 
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om a lack of research than from any desire to deceive. The long 
nd detailed literature on the growth and evolution of environ

ntalism, on environmental regulation, on the integration of en
'ronmentalists into the bureacracy as professionals, on the back-

. ound of health concerns in urban environmentaJism, is largely 
nored. Even on Douglas and Wildavsky's chosen grounds of risk 
~ssment, their own sanguine evaluations of actual danger are 
1lnerable to the analysis of new technoJogies and risk assessment 
;it Charles Perrow makes in Normal Accid.ents. Historians have to 
a~are of the strong cultural influences involved in assessments 
environmental risks, but determining such influences demands 

ufepth of research and an explanation of the complexity of his tor-
• I change missing in Risk and Culture. 58 

Other social-science literature on the environment differs 
. rkedly from Rifik and Culture, but not always for the better. 
uglas and Wildavsky's emphasis on the primacy of culture, 
dly enough, is exceptional in the environmental research of an
ropology. Until recently, most of this literature has reflected 

iri her the sometimes bald functionalism of the cultural ecolo-
. ts or a variety of cultural materialism. The first reduces hu
. n society to a series of just so stories-impossibly convoluted 
HI disguised adaptations to the land and climate. The second 

rs a human history that often follows a simple formula of 
o· rpopulation and consequent environmental deterioration, 

hich is arrested or overcome by a technological fix that allows 
· whole process to begin again on a new level. Yet this literature 

h<mld not leave historians feeling smug. It has assets that much 
f nvironmental history lacks. It asks basic questions ; it shares 
eoretical concerns that allow various studies to inform and 
ild on one another. Although often reductionist, it does at-

mpt to explain clearly and methodically the interconnections 
tween environment and culture. This literature often lacks his

nri ·al context, but not always. When historically informed and 
e of its reductionist tendencies, anthropological scholars have 

'•John McPhee, Encounters with the Arch.druid (Narratives Abaul a Con~ervnti.oni~t nnd Thn1f 

If .Vatura/ EnemiPs) (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux. 1971 ). Also. see Sax, Mnun 
' Without Handra ils: Chad es Perrow. Norma l Accirlmts: Liv ing with High R isk Techno!ogie ~ 

' ''" York : Basic Books, 1984). 

•. 
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provided environmental histories as good or better than tho 
that historians have produced. Seeds of Famine, a study of the roo 
of famine in West Africa's Sahel, is a book that can teach hist 
rians much about the writing of environmental history and th< 
complex relations that must be considered. 59 

Environmental historians are now at a stage where they nee 
to stand back and ask some basic questions about what they ar 
doing. Recent work in the field, while renewing older concer. 
with the connections between environmental and social chan~ .. 
has also dramatically altered the place of nature in such studil". 
The classic treatments of Turner or Webb were almost celebr. · 
tory in their accounts of how nature had disciplined and shap . 
us; the newer history is often a dirge on what we have done to th 
land and the price we have paid for it. Yet just as environment 1 

determinism in the end collapsed into a series of unsubstantiater 
assertions about how landforms, soil, or climate had shaped h 
man institutions, so may the new scholarship end up as mereh·J 1 

series of undemonstrated claims about the relationship betwe . 
society and the environment. Historians must find some way tn 
fix with care and precision the causes and consequences of ti · 
changes tha t they study. Necessaril y, this will mean interdiscipli 
nary research. They must also attempt to determine the naturr 
of cultura l attitudes toward the environment in the past, how . 
they evolved, and how they influenced action. They must not ar· 
bitrarily pick out representative thinkers to whom influences afl" 
assigned. Similarly, historians must fully explore the political.~°'" 

cial, and economic contexts in which the environmental action< ' 
and policies that influenced the environment took shape. Tht"\ 

59 Richard W. Franke and Barbara H. C has in, Seeds of FnminP: Ecological Destrul lion 
the Development Di Inn ma in the West African SahPI (lotowa, NJ: Allanheld, O smun and 
1980). Another example of a fine anthropological history is Stephen Gudeman. Tht 
mi.~P of a Rurn l F:ronomy: From S nhsistenrf to Capitalism in a Latin Arnerirnn VillagP (Loni! 
Routl ed ge -Keg;rn Pau l. 19 i8). For some classics of cultural ecology, see Roy A. Ra 
port, Pigs for /h f Anastors: Ritual in thP Ecolof!,Y of n Nnu C niu('{[ P;ople (New Haven : \ ,!
University Press, 1967); and Andrew P. Vayda, ed., F:nriironmenl ond. Cultural Bfhm 
Eco logiral StudiPs in Cultural Anthropology (Ga rden C ity, N.Y.: Natural History Press,'
For an evaluation of cultural ecologists' interpreta tions o f American Indians, see \\'h. 
"Native Americans and the Environment," 184- 189. For cultural materialism, see Mar .. 
Harris, Cultu ral Materialism: The Struggle for a Science of Cultures (New York: R;111d<Tj 

House, I 979) and his popular Ca.nnihal5 and Kings: The Origins of Cultures (New York. 1 

d om House, 1977). 
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1 ·t explain how prionttes are set and whose inter~sts t.hey 
r-ve. Finally, before lamenting environmental detenora uo n. 
i·torians must offer some definition of what healthy ecosystems 

, rand what constitutes their decline. Much of this is being done 
. !ready, but it is being done unevenly and piecemeal.

60 

Environmental history is, for the moment, more than a fad. 
he concern with thought and policy that succeed~d the c~llapse 
environmental determinism is no longer as dommant as 1t once 

·'"·This initial emphasis was understandable ~nd necess~ry, al
ough perhaps excessive. If, after all, the environment did not 
;1pe human institutions, if instead, it was hu~an culture and 
titutions which increasingly shaped the environment, then 

) Kern should center on ht~man thought and human policies. 
t he problem was that in such a formulation nature sometimes 

·ame little more than an intellectual construct. Nature does 
t (dictate , but physical nature does, at any gi.ven time, set limits 

, , what is humanly possible. Human s m ay thmh what they want ; 
v cannot always do what they want, and not all .they do turn s 

11 as planned. It is in the midst of this comprom1se~ and com
p! ·x situation-the reciprocal influences of a ~hangmg nature 
r d a changing society-that environmental history must find 

home. 

"'' for a rece nt eva luation of the field. see John Opie, "Environmental Hist~;T. Pi tfa ll, 
· · " · IR · "11 (1"8") 0 16 Seeal,oWorster HiqorYa' Opporturnlles, Erwn on11wn fn fl'1fV'. v ~ .1 • ri- · ' - · • , 

'•ti rr:'t l History:· 1- 19. 
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Oregon 
State . 

Department of History University Corvallis, Oregon 97331 
\.. ,J 

3 October 1988 

Dear Ivan, 

(503) 754-3421 

Thank you for the nice words about the PNQ article. Yours is 
the first word of praise thus far, although I am heading for the 
Western History meeting next week where some of our fellow 
practioners will likely have read it. Despite my grumbling about 
her "playing" with my style, Carol Zabilski does an excellent job 
of editing. One bit of amusement: Carol said I was mimicking 
your style with the use of the short delcarative or interogative 
expression! Actually, my use of that form is a subconscious (?) 
adoption of Bill Williams' style. 

Glad to hear that the third of the trilogy is coming along 
well. I hope the eye problem is abating to allow you to work 
at your normal pace. Sometime before the year is out I hope to 
make a trip to Seattle for a quick look at a few collections in the 
UW library. If and when that comes about, perhaps we can have 
lunch together. 

I am leaving here this weekend for Laramie enroute to the 
Western which is being held in Wichita this year. From Wichita 
I am driving south to Dallas to spend a month in the DeGolyer 
Library (at Southern Methodist University). The library awarded me 
a small fellowship for a month's work at their place. It is 
financially possible only because Karla's sister lives in Arlington. 
In any event, that trip will pretty much close out the primary 
research effort for the EMPIRE AND COLONY book. 

The paper I am presenting in Wichita (Richard White and Dick 
Lowitt commentors!) is intended as a long introductory chapter 
for the book. Before leaving I will put a copy in the mail for 
you. Did I tell you that it is under contract with the University 
Press of Kansas? 

Otherwise, all is well here. My oldest son is back in France 
for another year, armed with a degree in French from the UO. He is 
a delight, a blue-collar intellectual! His brother is getting 
heavily into history at Penn State while finishing up a degree in 
secondary education. Our children, Kelly and Aubrey, are 11 and 10 
respectively, engaged in all kinds of sports and doing superbly 
in school. Karla continues to work at the OSU Federal Credit 
Union. If we can arrange a place for our children, she may fly 
to Texas and drive back to Oregon with me. 



The attached item comes courtesy of my Luddite friend on the 
coast, Bill Williams. You of all people will be tickled to read 
this! Bill is working on a novel, and despite my suggestions about 
the ease of revising with a computer, he sticks to the pencil and 
canary pad! 

The Coos Bay book should be out any day--at least Lita 
Tarver promised that it would be ready for the Western. Do you 
realize that I finished this book more than four years ago? Never 
again will I take anything to the UW Press. 

Will you be at the Oregon Historical Society on December 
4th for their annual author's party? I have been invited to be 
present for the Coos Bay book. 

Enough for now; I will get in touch when I return from the 
land of "real" cowboys! 



[Declaration] 

AGAINST PCs 

"Why I Am Not Going to Buy a Computer," by 
Wendell Berry, in the Autumn 1987 issue of 
NE~BLQ. Berry's novel Remembering is forth
commg from North Point Press. 

Like almost everybody else, I am hooked to 
the energy corporations, which I do not admire. 
I hope to become less hooked to them. In my 
work, I try to be as little hooked to them a'\' pos
sible. As a farmer, I do almost all of my work 
with horses. As a writer, I work with a pencil or 
a pen and a piece of paper. 

My wife types my work on a Royal standard 
typewriter bought new in 1956, and as good 
now as it was then. As she types, she sees things. 
that are wrong, and marks them with small 
checks in the margins. She is my best critic be
cause she is the one most familiar with my 
habitual errors and weaknesses. She also under
stands, sometimes better than I do, what ought 
to be said. We have, I think, a literary cottage 
industry that works well and pleasantly. I do not 
see anything wrong with it. 

A number of people, by now, have told me 
that I could greatly improve things by buying a 
computer. My answer is that I am not going to 
do it. I have several reasons, and they are good 
ones. 

The first is the one I mentioned at the begin
ning. I would hate to think that my work as a 
writer could not be done without a direct depen
dence on strip-mined coal. How could I write 
conscientiously against the rape of nature if I 
were, in the act of writing, implicated in the 
rape? For the same reason, it matters to me that 
my writing is done in the daytime, without elec
tric light. 

I do not admire the computer manufacturers a 
great deal more than l admire the energy indus
~ies. I have seen their advertisements, attempt
ing to seduce struggling or failing farmers into 
the belief that they can· solve their problems by 
buying yet another piece of expensive equip
ment. I am familiar with their propaganda cam
paigns that ha~e put computers into puQ_~ 
schools that are m need of books. That compui:-
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ers are expected to become as common as TV 
sets in "the future" does not impress me or mat
ter to me. I do not own a TV set. I do not see 
that computers are bringing us one step nearer to 
anything that does matter to me: peace, economic 
justice, ecological health, political honesty; fam
ily and community stability, good work. 

What would a computer cost me? More mon
ey, for one thing, than I can afford, and more 
than I wish to pay to people whom I do not ad
mire. But the cost would not be just monetary. 
It is well understood that technological innova
tion always requires the discarding of the "old 
model"-the "old model" in this case being not 
just our old Royal standard, but my wife, my 
critic, my closest reader, my fellow worker. 
Thus (and I think this is typical of present-day 
technological innovation}, what would be 
superseded would be not only some thing, but 
some body. In order to be technologically up-to
date as a writer, I would have to sacrifice an as
sociation that I am dependent upon and that I 
treasure. 1 

My final and perhaps my best reason for not 
owning a computer is that I do not wish to fool 
myself. I disbelieve, and therefore strongly re
sent, the assertion that I or anybody else could 
write better or more easily with a computer than 
with a pencil. I do not see why I should not be as 
scientific about this as the next fellow: When 
somebody has used a computer to write work 
that is demonstrably better than Dante's, and 
when this better is demonstrably attributable to 
the use of a computer, then I will speak of com
puters with a more respectful tone of v.oice, 
though I still will not buy one. 

To make myself as plain as I can, I should 
give my standards for technological innovation 
in my own work. They are as follows: 

l. The new tool should be cheaper than the 
one it replaces. 

2. It should be at least as small in scale as the 
one it replaces. 

3. It should do work that is clearly and de
monstrably better than the one it replaces. 

4. It should use less energy than the one it 
replaces. 

5. If possible, it should use some form of solar 
energy, such as that of the body. 

6. It should be repairable by a person of ordi
nary intelligence, provided that he or she has 
the necessary tools. 

7. It should be purchasable and repairable as 
near to home as possible. 

8. It should come from a small, privately 
owned shop or store that will take it back for 
maintenance and repair. 

9. It should not replace or disrupt anything 
good that already exists, and this includes fam
ily and community relationships. 
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DESIGN AND TRUTH IN WESTERN HISTORY: 
A DIALECTIC ON THE MODERN CONDITION 

by 
Wllliam G. Robbins 

If 

"The escape from history leads us to the world of myth. 11 

Warren I. Susman 1 

In his widely acclaimed essay, 11 The Idea of the West, 11 Loren 

Baritz singled out the powerful influence on American scholarship 

of that extraordinary but mythical world that lay beyond the point 

where the sun crosse d the horizon. 2 That collective literary -effort, suffused with the unilinear language of a progression to 

ever-higher stages of civilization, presents an appealing and 

attractive design for some, but for others it is fraught with 

historical error. In an affectionate farewell to his profession, 

William Appleman Williams thought the exceptionalist view was part 

of our difficulty as historians: "We seem to be driven by a kind 

of compulsion to prove professionally as well as politically and 

socially, that we have been right from beginning to end." More 

recently Edward Pessen provided additional words of caution: the 

task of the historian 11 is not to serve the.state's interest in 

hearing its past behavior praised but to serve instead the larger 

community's interest in knowing truths." 3 

Although scholars have questioned and challenged the 

exceptionalist (and mythical> version about America, the theme 

still holds great persuasive power. The consequence is a direet 

lineage to a body of literature that praises the virtues, the 

social values, and the accomplishments of those who came to 



dominate the continent. From the Puritans through the writings of 

Charles Beard, David W. Noble argues, American historians have 

interpreted their culture as if it were "absolutely independent, 
'lo 

standing apart in its uniqueness from the rest of the human 

experience. 114 

·But the exceptionalist version lives on, and it has 

especially set its fix on interpretations of the American West: 

that view the West was opP,ortunity, a lotus land and haven, a 

refuge for the discontented and outcast, a place of perpetual 

youth where life could begin over and over again. But in American 

mythology, above all, it was the "promise" of the West that loomed 

largest; for it was there that people would find the answer to 

their "yearnings and hope. 11 Reali~y in that sens~ was less 

important than the symbols through which people perceived the 

grand design; indeed, symbol and myth passed for reality.e For 

those who ply the field of west•rn history, those mythical 

verities still hold great attraction. 

To the degree that the West took on exceptionalist and 

mythical qualities, it marked a retreat from history, a focus on a 

narrow exclusiveness, a lack of an appropriate context with a 

wider world, an escape from the material base of things. 5 That 

descriptive tendency, despite its obvious flaws, has from time to 

time exercised a commanding influence on scholarly work because it 

better fits the national mythology: it is a mood that is 

consistent with consensus interpretations and the periodic calls 

for new systheses in historical writing. Works in the latter 



category, Eric Monkkonen has warned, especially lend themselves to 

vacuous references to exceptionalism and the American character. 7 

The purpose of this essay is to suggest that we turn from the easy 
~ 

and confortable designs of exceptionalism and success. and look 

more closely at the structural role of capitalism in our common 

history. 

The issue rests in part in an inability to grasp the full 

meaning of capitalism, the set of values and perceptions 

associated with that phenomenon, and its pervasive reach through 

American life, or what Donald Worster calls out "complex economic 

culture." Scholars have been slow to follow f"ernand Braudel's 

suggestion tha,t cap italism provides an identif~ing theme for 

studying "the basic problems and realities" of the modern wor-ld. 

It provides "structure," an organized way for examining relatively 

fixed relationships between "realities and social masses. 118 

Because charges of intellectual flaccidity have been particularly 

pointed in the field of western history, we need to be especially 

cognizant of the wide-ranging ramifications of political 

economy~the interrelationships between political and economic 

activity and the progressive alterations in those relations over 

time~in the larger arena of world affairs. The argument 

presented here is to suggest a search for more compelling 

arguments for historical analysis, ones that confront more 

directly the full meaning of capitalism, the agency that has so 

revolutionized our social order. 

The failur~ to reckon with significant power and influence is 



more widespread than we think. Even the innovative social and 

environmental histories of recent years, to varying degrees, evade 

central issues of power, politics, and the relationship of those 
'V 

elements to the larger social scheme. The 11 new 11 social history, 

Herbert Gutman ~harged early on, describes with some precision, 

but it fails "to explain" within the context of the broader 

workings of our cultural world. 9 In a sense, history "from the 

bottem up" has significant li~itations, especially when it is cast 

in a mold that ignores power. 

Elizabeth Fox Genovese and Eugene Genovese have chided social 

historians for failing to acknowledge real power and for 

attempting "to deflect attention to the bedrooms, bathrooms, and 

kitchens of each one's favorite victim." While that glib 

assertion may be too all inclusive, if recent books and articles 

are any indication, there is abundant evidence that the issues of 

political economy often do not inform investigations of gender, of 

class and race relations, and of family life. Those works may not 

be in the 11 neo-antiquarian swamp" that the Genoveses claim, but 

they assuredly miss much of the essence of the material base of 

the historical process.•0 That tendency towards depoliticizing is 

apparent in social histories of the American West as well. To the 

degree that politics and power does not inform our work, 

scholarship can more easily fall into the trap of the 

exceptionalist quagmire. 

If, as Gene Gressley remarked at the 1987 meeting of the 

Western History Association, "our contemporary world requires 



illusion, 11 then scholar-ship on the Amer-ican West is still doing 

its part to foster that public need.~~ Or-, at least in the sense 

that many of those who work in the field fail to confront 
.., 

essential questions of political economy and the basic organizing 

structures that move cultures to act as they do. There is a 

danger, I believe, that in our regional conferences and in the 

increasing volume of scholarly literatur-e on the West that we 

could pass .through this life largely unaware of the fundamental 

and transforming agency of capitalism. 

Two sets of panel discussions at the 1987 meeting of the 

Western History Association provide a case in point. In one, 11 The 

Twentieth-Century West: A Retrospective Panel Discussion," there 

was virtually no mention of the broader themes associated with 

capitalism, although the panelists <Gene Gressley, Gerald Nash, 

Robert Hine, Patricia Limerick, and Howard Lamar> addressed 

problems of "insecurity" in the field, the search for synthesis, 

issues of federalism, the new social and intellectual 

methodologies, and continuity in western history. Howard Lamar 

disagreed that there was "gloom and failure" in the field and 

applauded the contributions of recent scholarship. 

But in that wide-ranging discussion no one mentioned such 

fundamental and divisive issues as class, poverty, inequality, or 

the historically sharp differences .between subreg ions of the West. 

Nor did the panelists reckon with Samuel Hays's admonition to the 

profession in the face of recent work in society and politics: ·~ 

will have to cope with persistent inequality as a central concept 
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around which American history is to be organized."~~ While the 

field need not bedevil itself with gloom and doom scenarios, 

practioners should be more cognizant of the excitement and 
~ 

challenge of seeking potentially more rewarding methodological 

venues. 

A second panel on environmental history <William Cronon, 

Stephen Pyne, Susan Schrepfer, Richard White, and Donald Worster) 

raised probing questions about the West: as a place to study human 

interaction with the landscape; as a prototype for examining 

adaptation or non-adaptation; as an environment for looking at 

different modes of production; and as a forum for the study of 

federal influences, especially in land ownership. As the most 

"land centered" region, William Cronon suggested the. need to look 

at the West as an aspect of an expanding European metropolitan 

community; rural change, he argued, is spurred from urban centers. 

Put simply, the pull of the market economy has far-reaching 

implications. Most of the panelists were in agreement with the 

claim that the major influence on the western environment was the 

capitalist revolution.a~ 

Hence, while there is promise here and there in the field, 

too many historians still avoid discussions about the hegemony of 

capitalism, a tendency that leans toward a conceptually 

directionless methodology. In his Bancroft Prize-winning book, 

Dust Bowl, Donald Worster warns that those who shun the word "may 

also ignore the fact," an all too common tendency in our 

historical. literature. The words associated with capitalism, he 
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adds, of fer clues to its wider meaning: "private property, 

business, laissez-faire, profit motive, the pursuit of 

self-interest, free enterprise, an open marketplace, the 

bourgeoisie." \-
Robert Heilbroner once thought he could avoid the 

difficulties associated with the term capitalism, relegate it to 

the netherworld,' and concentrate instead on the "particulars of 

the business system." More recently he realized that it was 

impossible to skirt the issue by resorting to "less contentious 

terms such as the business world or modern industrial society."~~ 

Following Heilbroner's suggestion would help guide us clear of 

charges of exceptionalism. 

Begin with the work of Karl Marx whose historic achievement 

was to show the tremendous productive power generated by 

capitalism and how those forces revolutionized conditions of life, 

first in the industrial "core" nations, and then progressively 

around the globe. Turn next to an anti-Marxist, Peter Berger, 

whose recent book, The Capitalist Revolution, argues that 

capitalism "has radically changed every material, social, 

political, and cultural facet of the societies it has touched, and 

<my emphasis> it continues to do so." Understanding its 

cataclysmic and revolutionary impact, Berger cautions, "is a 

formidable ••• task.nus But one that is necessary if we are to 

move beyond the narrow intellectual design of much of western 

American history. 

Because the modes of production associated with capitalism 

are perpetually in a state of flux, ever changing, and constantly 



imposing new conditions on the societies they influence, that 

system has special meaning for the study of western North America. 

The penetration of market forces in the late eighteenth and early ~ 
\-

n i net eent h centuries, the subjugation and colonization of native 

people between 1840 and 1890, and the progressive integration of 

the West into national and international exchange relationships 

provide the essential framework for broad historical analysis. 

Those forces, the prime movers in shaping (and reshaping) the 

emergent political economy, have not been of central concern to 

the academy, despite the proliferation in recent years of new 

methodologies and new dimensions to western history.~5 

Both Frederick Jackson Turner and Walter Prescott Webb -
circumvented the issue through literary devices of their own 

making. Turner thought only "an understanding of the rise and 

progress of the forces which have made it what it is" could assist 

in comprehending the United States of his day. Although he 

mentioned that the transformation of the country was "long in 

preparation" and was "the result of world-wide forces of 

reorganization," he did not specifically associate that 

"transformation" as part of the evolution of modern capitalism. 

Alan Trachtenberg has argued that Turner's thesis was "as much an 

invention of cultural belief <my emphasis) as genuine historical 

fact. In a recent and provocative essay, William Cronon -
attributes part of the problem to Turner's poetic and "fuzzy" 

language that gave the "illusion of great analytic power" to 

otherwise broad and ill-defined terminology. In the end, and 
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Cronon emphasizes the point, Turner paid little attention to the 

eastern institutions that dominated life in the West, including 

the corporation.~7 

~ 

Webb's concept of the "Great Frontier" came much closer to 

identifying capitalism as the central issue in western 

development. A notion formulated late in his career, Webb's Great 

Frontier was the land beyond "the Metropolis" <western Europe) at 

the time of the Columbian voyage. The opening up of those distant 

places to European exploitation meant a series of "windfalls" that 

brought great riches to the metropolis. Webb's frontier was a 

literal Eden, a "vast body 6f wealth without proprietors," and it 

was closely asso~iated with the development of an emergent world 

capitalism.aa Yet Webb failed to carry the argument further; 

instead he saw the Great Frontier in its epic "windfall" stage 

coming to an end by the mid-nineteenth century. 

In effect, those grand masters of western history did not pay 

sufficient attention to political economy. The dramatic 

alterations to the western American landscape of the 1800s--the 

human and cultural genocide waged against its indigenous 

population, , the "repeopling" of the land beyond the Mississippi, 

and the persistently exploitative and turbulent nature of its many 

economies--did not end with the close of the century. And therein 

lies the problem: with the exception of some very recent and 

suggestive work, scholars have yet to forge an analytical tool, an 

overarching thesisa•--even competing ones--to explain the 

transformation of the American West from a region dominated by 
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preindustrial societies to one that is a thoroughly integrated 

segment of a modern world capitalist system. 

Changing power relationships and lines of dependency and 

authority have accompanied those revolutionary forces. As the 

United States slowly broke the British and European mercantile 

hold on the continent in the years after independence, centers of 

influence shifted from London and its metropolitan counterparts on 

the continent to newly emergent command posts on America's 

Atlantic Coast. Those centers in turn spawned subsidiary trading 

liaisons in the interior as the market system worked its 

relentless way westward <albeit sometimes in great bounds) across 

the continent. New Orleans, St. Louis, and by the 1830s and 

1840s, Chicago provided connective links between eastern 

metropolitan hubs and the great Indian trade that was rapidly 

entwining the native population and its subsistence base within 

the market system. 20 

Then came the gold rush phenomenon, an entrepreneur's dream: 

for the shrewd, the tactful, the risk takers, and those with 

access to credit, the world lay before them. It brought capital, 

venture capital, from all corners and all at once. Many came, 

especially to San Francisco, the growing imperial center of an 

extended, sprawling financial web that touched the tiniest outpost 

on the Pacific slope. Still others ventured out to the periphery, 

to sources of raw material, or to establish subsidiary houses in 

the growing number of settlements that paid homage to San 

Francisco • . 



The gold Yush underscores a remarkable feature of the 

revolutionary conditions that existed between 1825 and 1875, and 

one that historians sometimes overlook: the striking rapidity with 

which the tYansfoYma~ion took place. 2 ~ By the time the first 

tyanscontinental Yailroad provided the symbolic commercial thYead 

through the heart of the continent, the turbulent forces of an 

expanding capitalist economic system had wrought a vast 

continental empire whose productive capacity--for a time--would 

truly astonish the woYld. The construction of the Yemaining 

transcontinental lines, the settlement of the interior of the 

region, and the opening-up to commeYcial exploitation of its gYeat 

mineral wealth were in effect "mopping-up" affairs in establishing 

the contours of that new, spacious, but still colonial West. 

Until well into the twentieth century the colonial paradigm 

provided a convincing explanation for western development. 

Popularized especially in the writings of BeYnard DeVoto and 

others in the years just before the Second World War, 22 the region 

was described as little more than a geographical extension of 

eastern capital, a western outpost for Wall Street bankers to 

fleece. But that interpretation lost currency in the great boom 

period after 1945 when it became increasingly fashionable to see 

the West as a full and equal paYtner in the national political 

economy. 2~ Both paradigms, however--the older colonial model and 

the more recent liberated one--miss vital relationships, but 

especially the continuity of much of western history in the age of 

modern capital i ·sm. 2 4 

I/ 
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Nearly twenty years ago Donald Meinig suggested that the 

West, or specifically the one that emerged in the 1870s and 1880s, ---
possessed "a persisttltng basis of identity. 11 Greatly influenced by 

the "revolutionary instrument" of the railroad, he argued that 

that the growth of that West was exceedingly complex because of 

its heavy dependence on the federal government (especially during 

the wars of the twentieth century). Meinig believed it would be 

difficult to place the development of the West within the 

framework of standard historical explanations, because the 

financial hold of the East upon the region had taken on a 

different hue in recent times. In his view, an "insidious 

relentless imperialism" emanating outward from new centers of 

power in Texas and California had replaced the old imperial 

influence of the East. "Center" and "periphery," he thought, at 

least in the older colonial model, no longer provided adequate 

"characterizations for East and West. 112~ 

For their part, western historians have been slow to follow 

Meinig's suggestions; nor have many shown interest in dependency 

or world systems theory as a structural forum for studying the 

modern West. 25 References to the theoretical work of Immanuel 

Wallerstein, Fernand Braudel, Leften Stavrianos, Andre Gorz, Samir 

Amin, and Andre Gunder Frank--if they are recognized at all--are 

customarily relegated to an obligatory footnote. This is not to 

suggest that scholars should adopt some of the more problematic 

directives of the dependency school; there is, however, an 
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abundance of suggestive ideas in world systems analysis and in 

other left critiques of capitalism, sufficient at least to provide 

a framework for examining the workings of that system in the 

American West. 27 

Taking a broader perspective of the influence of capitalist 

structures on the region might also of fer insights into the 

turbulent nature df the western economy. Success and failure in 

the American West, after all, were components of larger processes 

in the expansion and development of worldwide capitalism. Because 

its conquest and attachment to the United States coincided with 

the great period of industrialization, the trans-Mississippi West 

has been closely tied to volatile swings in the network of 

economic relationships that linked England, Europe, North America, 

and increasingly other parts of the globe in a world economy.~g 

In a sense, the region is a prototype for modern capitalism with 

its uneven development, its far-flun extractive economies, its 

turbulent community histories, and its highly mobile population. 

Under the set of relationships that emerged, western America 

provided the vital ingredients for the industrial development of 
I 

the United States <and of Europe): a rapidly expanding market; 

bountiful animal, mineral, timber, and other valuable resources; 

and finally--once the human geography of the region had been 

redesigned--vast spaces to attract a "new" population, one 

thoroughly steeped in the values of the market culture. 29 

The dependent character of the western American economy 

during its. early period of development, especially its peripheral 
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relationship to centers of power and influence to the east--and 

across the Atlantic to financial brokers in London, Paris, and 

Berlin--placed the region in a particularly vulnerable position. 

~ 
For it was the underclass of residents in the West who suffered 

when the bubble burst, when the price of precious metal plummeted 

in eastern financial houses, when entrepreneurs in d. es 

decided to invest elsewhere. 30 Indeed, if there is continuity to 

western history, it rests not in the realm of its exceptional 

qualities, its successes, but in the perpetually unstable nature 

of its material and economic base and the region's relations with 

the wider world. That is particularly true of the hinterland 

West--in Butte and Bisbee,. in Pendleton and Prescott, and in Grays 

Harbor and Grand Junction--places where the system forced 

communities to move to the rythyms of its own requirements. 

During the last one hundred years those conditions have 

brought sharp conjunctures to western populations: shifting modes 

of production; mercurial fluctuations in the prices of mineral 

resources and agricultural products; the introduction of new 

technologies; and uneven development within the region as new and 

influential concentrations of power emerged. 31 Moreover, there is 

an "interconnectedness" to those crises, one that rested largely 

with the revolutionary and transforming agency of capitalism as it 

continually shaped and redirected the course of western 

development. At least until the Second World War there were few 

autonomous actors in the West; 32 rather, most of the population in 

the region was linked to a system that perpetually forced people 
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to the edge of change: to shift occupations, to move toward the 

setting sun, or to fall into a lumpen underclass of wage laborers. 

That turbulent world has always produced winners and losers • 
... 

Raymond Williams put it nicely in his brilliant metaphorical 

referenc:e to country and city, "changing historical realities, 

both in themselves and in their interrelations." What oil and 

mining companies do in our present age, he argued, is similar to 

what landlords did in bygone days. In that process the needs of 

locales and communities are often ruthlessly overridden.~~ And so 

it is with the hinterland West where capital has migrated from one 

region to the next, from one sector to another in its never-ending 

quest for ever-higher profits. New modes of 

production--mechanization, new technologies, and the use of 

chemicals for a variety f purposes--invariably have benefited the 

few, not the many. 

But the migration of capital within as well as beyond the 

borders of advanced industrial nations is not a new phenomenon. 

Although capital investment in the agricultural sector has 

disrupted rural life in virtually every region of the United 

States, it has had its greatest impact in the twentieth-century 

South at a point when the institutional obstacles to investment 

were removed. Those barriers, according to Douglas Dowd and 

Jonathan Wiener, included the heritage of slavery, especially an 

oppressive system of debt peonage. 3~ 

During the 1930s and 1940s new circumstances, much of it 

related to the shock of the Great Depression and the Second World 



War, transformed a low-wage, labor-based agricultural system into 

capital-intensive activities that involved base and extractive 

industries like textiles, steel, forest products, mining, and 
~ 

later electronics production. Those revolutionary changes in the 

rural South enriched the landowning class while it crippled 

tenants. Jack Temple Kirby has provided eloquent testimony to the 

human costs of those altered conditions: ''The southern countryside 

was thus enclosed and depopulated as dramatically as was rural 

England toward the end of the eighteenth century.•• In that way, 

the South had completed a circle, Kirby concluded, "from 

undercapitalized colonial dependency to complex, well-capitalized 

colonal dependency."3s 

Federal subsidies for irrigation development and heavy 

capital investment in western agricultural expansion, especially 

cotton production in California's Central Valley, contributed to 

the decline of the labor-intensive southern system. In the years 

following the Second World War implement dealers were selling 

record numbers of mechanical pickers, and California agriculture 

was well on its way to establishing itself as the prototype for 

new forms of productive relations in agriculture. External 

relationships were critical to that capital-intensive mode of 

production: marketing arrangements, credit houses, tax lawyers, 

and other institutional privileges available to the corporate 

The division between development and underdevelopment, 



between center and periphery, between the colonizer and the 

colonized, therefore, is complex and one that exists at several 

levels--national, regional, and within segments of the local 

population itself. ~ritical to understanding new bursts of 

economic growth is the evolving dialectic between changes in world 

capitalism and local economies. 37 Hence, there are obvious social 

and regional contradictions in the development of the United 

States, conditions, Andre Gorz has argued, that resemble the 

relationship between an imperial center and a dominated periphery. 

The evolution of the American economy, he observed, proceeded from~ 
urban centers in the East: "Not until oil was discovered in Texas 

and ?ources of private accumulation were created by public finance 

(i.e. the creation of war industries in California) did other 

large industrial and financial centers emerge at the other end of 

the country."~c;a 

Yet the growin number of metropolitan ce s in the 

twentieth-century West--Los Angeles, Denver, Seattle, Phoenix--did -
little to stabilize the region's economy, despite claims to the 

contrary. 39 In the land beyond those newly emergent metropoles, 

communities continued to sway to the tune of financial pipers in 

distant places. Mining, lumbering, and agriculture persisted as 

the most volatile sectors of economic life in the region. 

Dependent on perpetually depressed and distant markets, those 

industries provided lit~le security or stability for the producing 

classes. In his classic study of the timber-dependent community 

of Everett~ Washington, Norman Clark put the case clearly for the 

17 
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resident work force: "CTlhis was not and could not be a humane 1 
'!/ 

system." That assessment fits the turbulent employment conditions 

in the mining towns in the Intermountain region as well as the 
... 

agricultural communities scattered throughout the West. 40 

In truth, the great hinterland expanses of the West remained 

as integral, albeit extractive, appendages of urban finance--even 

though as the century advanced the power brokers were sometimes 

closer at hand ..... :l In their provocative account of the "new" West, 

Empires in the Sun, Peter Wiley and Robert Gottlieb argue that the 

election of Ronald Reagan signified the "further integration of 

the new western power centers, especially California," into the 

national political economy. They conclude, however, that the old 

pattern of relationships has persisted: the riches gleaned through 

the exploitation of the natural wealth in the West, the profits 

garnered through the processing and manufacturing of its primary 

resources, continued to wend its way into the hands of corporate 

financiers. But those conditions are not unique to the West: in 

the Appalachian coal country more than two decades of federal 

assistance has done little to bring parity with more prosperous 

areas nearby. - A recent study blamed "political and economic power 

configurations" and non-resident ownership for the region's 

problems. 42 

The juxtaposition of both development and underdevelopment is 

a western and transnational problem. The role of modern 

capitalism in Mexico and Canada, immediate borderland neighbors to 
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the western states, has exhibited similar tendencies. Over the 

long course of economic development in British Columbia and 

Alberta, cycles of boom and bust in mining, lumbering, and in 

~ 
agriculture have been the standard, with much of that cyclical 

activity paralleling similar behavior south of the forty-ninth 

parallel. For their part, Canadian scholars have recognized the 

special character of the resource-based economy in the western 

provinces. Patricia Marchak has noted the congruence between 

private activity and public policy in the development of Canada's 

hinterland regions, especially in rail construction. By the late 

nineteenth century western Canada was exporting lumber, wheat, 

minerals, and other raw materials in exchange for American 

manufactured goods--the classic form of reciprocity, according to 

Marchak, between an industrial "'centre' or 'metropolitan' region" 

and an exploited "periphery" or "hinterland region."~~ 

In Green Gold: The Forest Industry in British Columbia, an 

exhaustive sociological and economic study of British Columbia's 

primary industry, Marchak argues that a "stable and 

self-sufficient economy cannot be created by exporting natural 

re~ources and importing finished products." For Canada's 

westernmost province, reliance on wood products has meant a 

relatively high standard of living in the years since 1945, 

chronically high unemployment in the interior, and an economy that 

has been excessively sensitive to market fluctuations.•• The 

province also faces a bleak future because its postwar prosperity 

has rested . largely on the rapid liquidation of its forest 



resources.~~ Hence, from the turbulent story of its interior 

mining districts to the forest-dependent region to the west, 

British Columbia's economy continues to suffer thr6ugh periods of 

chronic instability. 

Nowhere did European and American capitalists achieve greater 

influence than in Mexico in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century. Under the dictatorial reign of Porfirio Diaz 

(1876-1911>, United States corporations began to dominate the 

Mexican economy through mining, railroad, and agricultural 

investments. But there was a peculiar twist to the modernizing 

that took place, especially in the agricultural and transport 

sectors: the export market was the focus of most of those 

structural alterations. Foreign capital dictated a narrow 

specialization in the production of particular export commodities. 

The consequent depletion of natural resources with most of the ~ 

wealth winding up in the pockets of foreign investors, one schola~ 

argues, has twisted the development of the Mexican eco~omy. 45 

The Porfirian achievement, then, included both a heavy 

concentration of landownership and foreign domination of the 

economy and public policy. Ultimately, the impact of 

international investment and exchange relations rent the national 

social fabric to the breaking point. The results were extended 

periods of turmoil (1910-20 and the 1930s) and the eventual 

emergence of a capitalist state of a special kind, one that 

remained, despite its populist protests to the contrary, heavily 

dependent on foreign capital. In his masterful study, 
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Revolutionary Mexico, John Mason Hart has placed that nation's 

revolution in a global context, one that embraces the influence of 

the recurring foreign economic and financial contractions that 
...... 

took place during the first decade of this century and that 

continue to plague the country to this day. Mexico's past, Hart 

concludes, is at one with the present: "The international 

financial structure has re-created the colonial outflow of 

material resources and profits, a condition that prevailed with 

silver in the Spanish era and during the Porfiriato."47 

Far to the west the Pacific islands of Hawaii, formally 

annexed to the United States in 1896, provide yet another 

excellent setting for the study of dependency theory. For the 

last 200 years, according to Noel Kent, the development of the 

islands has been peripheral to the expanding requirements of 

metropolitan centers. The series of transformations taking place 

on the islands, he argues, "received its impetus and direction" 

from changes occurring elsewhere. The post Second World War 

transition from sugar based economic activity to tourism did not 

alter basic relationships; indeed, if anything it intensified the 

degree of dependency on overseas capital. 4 g 

There is a striking degree of continuity--a design of 

sorts--to the story of economic activity in western North America, 

but one that most scholars have been slow to recognize. For much 

of the history of the western reaches of the continent, the real 
-=" rsdl' 

and effective cutting _ edge of change was never the frontier, but 



the great centers of financial and political power in London, 

Paris, Berlin, and subsequently in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 

and theiY financial satellites in the interior of the continent. 
~ 

Although those centers have become more dispersed in the twentieth 

century, they are no less influential--whether they function as 

agents of capital in Mexico City or in Vancouver or Victoria--in 

determining the viability of communities in the surrounding 

countryside. And they are all of a piece, linked in a variety of 

ways to each other through the complex interstices of modern 

capitalism. 4~ Hence, the rationale and the justification behind 

the historic movement of capital, I submit, will reveal 

the American West than idyllic notions about frontier 

exceptionalism or the habit in recent years of describing the 

region as a "pacesetter"50 for the modern age. 

William Cronon raised the significant question in a recent 

essay: "why 'core' and ' peri pheral' American reg ions have 

experienced such different developments." The various parts of 

the continent, he reflected, had developed as part of "a larger 

system of political and economic relationships ••• all within 

the framework of an expanding capitalist economy."as It should be 

added that the major feature of the movement of capital in the 

American West and in its borderland countries, the point of origin 

notwithstanding, has been one of unequal exchange. Since the turn 

of the century, the metropolis has increasingly solidified its 

control over the hinterland, a development that has become 

particularly obvious in the years since the Second World War. 



While certain sectors of the metropolitan economy have waxed 

fat on defense and silicon-related industrial activity, that 

prosperity has not been evenly shared, as any casual drive through 
. ., 

the hinterland West (or urban centers, for that matter) will 

reveal. What has emerged, in the eyes of some observers, is a 

dual economy with a cultural and political division 

between rural and urban areas, a phenomenon especially noticeable 

in resource-dependent states. But even centers of power in 

southern California and in the Silicon Valley, despite their 

space-age, high-tech industries, harbor large work forces of 

unskilled, low income, and unorganized laborers.s2 

. Is there a qualitative difference between the early and 

turbulent world of corporate exploitation in the extractive 

industries and present conditions in many parts of the West? To 

be sure, the ameliorative policies of welfare capitalism have 

muted the worst forms of suffering for the victims of the system. 

But capital has still retained its ability to shift from declining 

to rising sectors to meet the corporate need for profits.s~ And 

for many western communities a new and even more threatening 

prospect looms on the horizon. The old extractive, 

primary-products economy, according to Peter Drucker, has come 

"uncoupled" from the rest of the industrial economy. Whereas the 

former sector was once central in the life of developed countries, 

it is now margina1.s~ Those circumstances are certain to bode ill 

for the future of the hinterland West. 

The daily newspapers continue to press upon us the most 
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recent crises in agriculture. Less noticeable but no less 

ominous, according to Michael Malone Cand I thirik he is correct>, 

are developments over the last decade in metal mining, once a 

staple of western industrial activity. 11 With what seems 

incredible abruptness," he points out, the early 1980s "have 

witness~d the utter devastation of the West's oldest industry. 11 

From western Montana through northern Idaho, Utah, Colorado, to 

Ajo, Arizona, energy conglomerates that had purchased the old 

metal mining firms during the 1970s began closing them down. 

"Foreign competition," Malone argues, "has devastated western 

metal mining." The demise of mining, he suggests, "is part of a 

greater whole." ·1t marks the progressive 11 integration of the 

western economy into the global economy."::s:5 Malone's assessment 

of the mining industry also fits the recent 11 restructuring" of the 

forest products sector as well as the perpetually changing world 

of agriculture. 

So the contemporary West continues to be in flux; from the 

oil fields of Oklahoma to the wheat fields of Washington basic 

industry is languishing, victim to world economic changes. 

Michael Zielenziger, a journalist, has put the case succinctly: 

"Lacking in diversity, dependent on foreign trade and natural 

resources, the West's economy is unraveling." Current prospects, 

he observes, suggest the ushering in of a "dark, new West," one 

with islands of urban prosperity surrounded by an impoverished 

hinterland.esc. 



Now that time (and power) is shifting beyond Henry Luce's 

"American Century" to a point somewhere across the Pacific, it is 

incumbent that in our scholarly endeavors we pay greater attention 
~ 

to the fibrillations of the economic culture that has worked its 

will on our common history. Many years ago Lewis Mumford pointed 

to the unceasing ability of capitalism "to revolutionize the means 

of production," to promote population shifts, and to allow room 

for some to "take advantage of the speculative disorder." The 

stability achieved under those arrangements, according to Mumford, 

was akin to the "equilibrium of chaos."~7 That description fits 

the pattern of uneven economic development described in this 

essay, a system that brought dramatic and persistently 

destabilizing influences to major sectors of western American 

life. 

As an overarching theme for making sense of western history, 

capitalism has been the centerpiece for precious little scholarly 

work. That neglect is a measure of the way we have ignored 

primary and hegemonic features of our collective history. In an 

address to an audience of historians, Donald Heinig urged his 

listeners to free themselves from the "crippling insularity" of 

their field, "the overweening •exceptionalism' of the American 

case, the rigidities of the assumption of the nation-state as the 

highest form in the political division of earth space." To 

question the idea of the exceptionalism of western development, 

therefore, is simply to recognize the revolutionary and 

transforming agency of capitalism as it has influenced life in the 



region. "History," William Appleman Williams reminds us, "is 

dialogue, not consensus."~~ To strive towards a better 

understanding of the West, both in its national and international 

contexts, we should indulge less in a quest for its uniqueness, 

but engage in a dialogue about the material structure of its 

history. That dialectic will lead us closer to the realities of 

the region. 
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MONTANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
225 NORTH ROBERTS STREET • (406) 444-2694 • HELENA, MONTANA 59620·9990 

Stub Toe State 1 llim.ng era--hilly 1 mtns part of the state, 
you go arouni kie~ into the dirt try!~ to fini "s ign"; 
Die of AmericMisms has it same era as borJU&Za state 

May 1, 1989 

Mr. Ivan Doig 
17021 Tenth Avenue N.W. 
Seattle, Washington 98177 

Dear Ivan: 

During what passed for the last Legislative session here, 
the wife of a representative decided that her contribution would be 
the designation of an "official" nickname for Montana. It is dif f i
cult to believe that this is a priority item, given some of the 
session's other failures. However........... Her proposed nickname/ 
slogan was "Montana: the Treasure and Pleasure State"--a line that 
evokes some interesting, if often conflicting, images. She was con
vinced that this slogan had been used in the deep, dark past, and 
she asked for a listing of state mottos/nicknames/slogans. Since we 
could not find such an animal, I ran a bunch of sources to see 
what the listing looked like. The conclusion is that no one but 
this woman had used the slogan in that form. 

That leaves me with this otherwise useless list. So I started 
to think "Who likes this kind of junk?" and, of course, only one name 
came to mind. I don't know if you can use this material in any way, 
but it has the ring of "Montanan/Montani an," doesn't it? 

Hope that you and Carol can make it over here for some ex tended 
time this summer. Looks like we have burned up what we needed to, and 
this summer will be less dramatic. 

cerely yours, 

Da~e ~~ferenc:e 



MONTAi\IA: NICKNAMES /MOTTOS /SLOGANS/ CATCH PHRASES 

What follows here is a preliminary listing of sources that give 
Montana either a nick~ame or a slogan. Were one to do a really thorough 
job of tracking this topic, he should look at some or all of the following 
sources in addition: the publications from Montana's display entries in 
the various world's fairs; any number of private-sector publications that 
boost immigration to Montana and tourism in Montana (1880-present); any of 
the general-information series of books that list state symbols/flags/nicknames/ 
etc., held in public libraries; stationary letterheads. in archival collection~; 
much of the literature published by local businessmen's groups, improvement/ 
booster groups, and the Montana State Chamber of Commerce. 

A couple of general points: 

State nicknames are not popularized in the West until well into 
the 20th century, when there is the development of the complex of (1) the 

. rise of the middle class, which begins to vacation; (2) the popularization 
of the automobile as the "family car"; (3) the rise of tourism on a paying 
basis; (4) the development of a network of good roads. There are private
sector companies pushing rail tourism prior to the 1920s--:e.g., the Great 
Northern Railway with its Glacier National Park promotion of the "Alps of 
America,·" and the Northern Pacific Railroad's "Wonderland" promotion of 
Yellowstone National Park. These promotional campaigns, however, focus on 
the upper-class tourist and spotlight relatively limited areas of Montana, 
rather than the state as a whole. It would seem that those terms used for 
Montana by state-government offices prior 1905 were designed ta attract oue
side investment capital and to promote pQ-rmanent .immigration under the early 
conservative federal laws, rather·than to make the state attractive to tourists. 

Second, no single office, agency, or group (in. state, government or 
outside state government) seems ever to have been in charge of designating 
an "official" nickname or slogan for Montana. Rather, the process was 
random and somewhat haphazard. For example, there are times when one state 
agency was using one nickname (or several nicknames/slogans) and a second 
agency simultaneously used another one; private-sector entities simultaneously 
used them all, or their own. One can argue that, currently, the Department 
of Commerce's Travel Promotion Bureau is the responsible party in this field, 
but there also are private-sector entities that believe that nicknames/slogans 
are their prerogative. In the end, common usage dictates what will become 
popular and what is recognized nationally. For example, the ''Montana--Naturally 
Inviting" slogan died a slow, but quiet death. Thus, the Legislature can 
"officially" designate anything it wants as a nickname/slogan, but if it is 
an ineffective one, then the public will ignore it, and it will die of non
recognition. 



ST ROUDING 

strouding 1straudnJ, n. A kind of coarse oolen 
cloth formerly much used in the Indian (rade Obs. or 
hist. 

1814 BRACKENRIDGE Views La. 201 The merchandise ... consisted 
of strouding, blankets, lead, tobacco [etc.]. 1886Cent. Mag. ov. 33/2 
He and his sons gathered hazel-nuts enough to barter at t nearest 
store for a few yards of blue strouding such as the Indians d for 
breech-clouts. 1947 DEVOTO Across Wide Missouri32 The Comp 
is sending .. . a variety of cloths too diversified to list here, common 
cloths, stroudings, plaids, fancy calicos, flannels. 

str ychnine whisky. Very inferior whisky. Obs. - 1859 U.S. 
Police Caz. (N.Y.) r2 March 2/ 7 The Perils of Drinking Strychnine 
vVhiskey. 1860 Harper's Mag. Aug. 427 /2 It was apparent that the 
man had died from the immoderate use of strychnine whisky. 

Stuartia, see Stcwartia. ,. 
*stub, n. 

I. A derogatory term for a person, esp. one who is old 
or short and stocky. Colloq. 

1823 COOPER Pioneers (1832) 242 What's that, old com-stalk! you 
sapless stub! 1865 Harper's Mag. Dec. 133/2 In these .. . regions 
there dwells a stub of the law who is possessed of august presence. 
1890 CURTIN tr. Sienkiewicz With Fire & Sword 514, I have some
thing to say to this little stub of an officer. 

2. The butt or stump of a cigar or cigarette. Also 
attrib. 

1855 M. THOMPSON Doesticks 133 Perhaps they expect us to smoke 
'stubs,' like the newsboys. 1896 MARK TWAIN Innocents 162 It 
wounds my sensibilities to see one of these stub-hunters watching me 
.. . and calculating how long my cigar will be likely to last. 1914 
BoWER Flying U Ranch 187 He spat upon the burnt end of his 
cigarette stub from force of the habit that fear of range fires had 
built. 

3. A counterfoil (cf. c heck stub). Also the port ion 
of a ticket detached and returned to the purchaser by a 
ticket collector. 

1876 N . Amer. R ev. CXXIII. 301 The shipment of large packages, 
for which check stubs representing only small amounts were retained. 
1911 REEVE Poisoned Pen 303 'Number 156' Herndon noted as the 
collector detached the stub and handed it to her. 1950 Business 
Week 22 April 87 Left-handed checkbooks. These please southpaw 
writers. Stubs are on the opposite side from the conventional check
book. 

4 . In combs.: (1) stub-and-twist, (a) a firearm the 
Jarrel or barrels of which are made of a spirally welded 
,·ibbon of steel and iron made of stub or horseshoe nails, 
llso attrib., obs., (b ) (see quot.); (2) ballot book, the 
Jook or pad remaining when ballots of a certain type 
tre torn out; (3) book, a book or pad of stubs of checks, 
·eceipts, etc.; (4) sho(r)t, (see quot . 1876); (5) switch , 
see quot.); (6) *tail, (see quot.); (7) t r acks, (see 
1uot.). 
(1) (a) 1844 K nickerb. XXIII. 440 There, Peter, is a true 'stubb
ml-twist. ' 1861 Chi. Tribune 26 May I / 5 When finished the gun 
>resents the appearance of a stub-and-twist rifle. (b) 1917 Birds of 
-1 mer. I. 152 Other names [of the ruddy duck are] ... Paddy-whack; 
;tub-and-twist; . . . Dinky; Dickey; Paddy. - (2) 1911 Okla. Ses
ion Laws 3 Legi sl. 229 The bundle of voted ballots and the stub bal-
1t book, ... shall be placed in the envelope labeled 'Voted Ballots.' 
- (3) 1886 Rep. Secy. Treasury 700 Stub-books of stamps . .. [oc
upy] a very large and rapidly increasing space in the files-rooms. 
902 0. HENRY Roads of Destiny l9I Then the stub book of the 
.ertificates of deposit. - (4) 1843 Knicker b. XXII. 446, I was flat 
;n my back . .. by the camp-fire, .. . with the 'stub-shot' for a 
Jillow. 1876 KNIGHT 243 l /2 Stub-short; stub-shot. l. The unsawed por
'on of a plank where it is split from the bolt or log . .. . 2. (Turning). 
'he portion by which an object to b 's rasped. 
(5) 1909 WEBSTER 2062 switch, ... a switc m.., · e track 
,ils are cut off s arl!iy at t he toe and the switch rails are throw 
cttt end toe with the lead rails. - (6) 1867 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade 
3upp.), ubtail, Stmnptail, names in North America for flour made 
·_1t o Clamaged wheat and good wheat ground together. - (7) 

O 'Cent. Supp. r 287 / 2 The parallel tracks of the train-shed of a 
inal station are stub-tracks. 

As the last term in check, ham stub. 
*stub, i1. 1. intr. To stump about , to go along heedless

! . Colloq. 2 . Stubtoe State, (see quots.). 
(1) 1875 LEWIS Quad's Odds 480 (We.), The writer will stub along 
irough life with a heart full of joyfulness. 1878 B. F. TAYLOR Be
·1een Gates 241 An old whaler stubbing about estimated him [a 
hale] at sixty barrels. 1895 Stand. 1783/1 The boy stubs along to 
hool. - (2) 1890 Brighton (Colo.) Reg. r 1 Jan. 4 / 1 Montana is the 
uu iJed-toe State.' 1934 SHANKLE State Names 129 The names 

STUDDED ·-1 
and Stubtoe of the mountainous nature of the western section of the 
Bonanza and Treasure are typical of the mining area of the State, ) 

State. 
* stub b le, n. 

1. The stump or lower part of sugar cane remainin~ 
when the crop is cut; sugar cane growin _it<=) · these 
stumps, in full stubble cane. 

27--in--E -MMON Voe. Hist. I. 214 Stubbles of Creole cane in new 
land mark the row. 1856 Fla. Plantation R ec. 455 Plantin and Re
planting stuble cane. 1897 Kissimmee (Fla.) Valtey Caz. 191\fay 1/4 
Well cared for stubble will rattoon for three years in most parts of this 
state. 

attrib. 1881 Chi. Times r r June 7 /2 The sugar di stri cts in this state 
[La.] report . . . Stubble crop good. 

2. In special combs.: (1) stubble plow, (see quot.) ; 
(2) rye, rye sown on stubble, rare; (3) shearing, s h o rn, 
(see quot.) . 

(1) 1876 KNIGHT 2431/1 Stubble-plow, . .. one for plowing old 
ground, so called; land which was lately in small grain, not in grass. 
In contradistinction to sod-plow. - (2) 1802 Mass. H.S. Coll. 1 Ser. 
VIII. 189 The first year, Indian corn; the second, hill rye; the third, 
stubble rye. - (3) 1866 Maine Agric. Soc. Returns 1865 157 Thi s 
sheep was stubble shorn, which accounts for one staple being so much 
longer than the other. Stubble shearing is performed for the purpose 
of improving the form and cheating the committee at fairs . 

* s tubble, v. atubbling in, (see quot.). Obs. - 1825 LORAIN 
Pract. Husbandry 129 The worst system of cultivation in common 
practice seems to be stubbling in; or annually putting in crops of 
small grain on stubble grounds. 

s t ubboy, see stabo y . 

*stud, n.r 
I. A studhorse or stallion . 

1803 CUTLER in Life & Corr . II. 142 The famous white stud, an 
Arabian horse. 1845 Knickerb. XXVI. 368 A very large stud broke 
from the line. 1891 C. ROBERTS Adrift Amer. 183 He was a stud, and 
as fine a horse of his class as I ever saw. 1947 SANTEE.Apache Land 72 
The old stud was a bay and battle-scarred. 

b . To take the stud(s), (see quot. 1830) . Colloq. [Cf. 
EDD to take (the) stunt (s.v. stunt 15) in same sense.] 

1797 Pa. Mag . VI. III Don't you think Mr. Ashleys leading Strings 
may give way, if the Commy. should take the studd. 1830 Va. Lit. 
Museum 6 Jan. 479 'To take the stud'-to be obstinate: originally 
applied to a horse that refuses to go on. 1900 HARRIS On the Wing 226 
I'm a pretty good walker, but if I was to take the studs and lie down 
in the road, you'd have some trouble. 

2. =stud poker. Also studhorse. 
1891 QUINN Fools of Fortune 188 Next to the banking games in the 

estimation of the betters comes poker, both 'draw' and 'stud.' 1920 
MULFORD J. Nelson ii, He's a travellin' eddicator in th' innercent 
game of draw-or was it studhoss, Nelson? 1949 Boston Globe 26 June 
(Fiction Mag.) 8/1 It would be real comfortin' for you an' me an' 
Dixie to play stud in the back of the chuck wagon. 

attrib. 1948 Dly. Ardmoreite (Ardmore, Okla.) 7 May 6/ 1 In a real 
old-fashioned stud game at the club, the boys always take Presto to 
the cleaners. 1949 Boston Globe IS May (Fiction Mag.) 3/2 The officer 
... stepped over and paused beside the stud table. 

3. In combs.: (1) studfish, a killifish, Xenisma 
stellifer -- -•~,,,, 11 t.um . also with a specifying term, cf. 
hor se · ' -- ,..,,,ot.) . obs., cf. horse 
bill; (: - ·• - :~ thp 
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RUNNING LIST OF EXAMPLES OF MONTANA'E_ NICKNAMES/SLOGANS/MOTTOS/CATCH PHRASES 
FOUND IN VARIOUS SOURCES: 

1893: 

1894: 

1895: 

1896: 

1897: 

1898: 

1899: 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT (Helena: State Publishing; 1893). 

--no references 

THE WORLD ALMANAC: In running the Montana Historical 
Society Library's collection of annual/biennial 
volumes of THE WORLD ALMANAC, no nickname appears for 
Montana from 1894 through 1921. 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT (Helena: State Publishing; 1895). 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

, . 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
MONTANA: "THE TREASURE STATE" (Helena: State Pub
lishing; 1895)--title; p. 3. 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT (Helena: State Publishing; 1896). 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT (Helena: State Publishing; 1897). 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
FIFI'H ANNUAL REPORT (Helena: State Publishing; 1898). 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT (Helena: Independent Publishing; 
1899)--title page:' "The Treasure State and Its Indus
tries and Resources"; whole section (pp. 1-10) en
titled "The Treasure State." 



NICKNAMES: 2 

(1899): --"The Treasure State" 

1900: 

1902: 

1904: 

1906: 

1908: 

1909: 

1910: 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
"THE TREASURE STATE:" MONTANA AND ITS MAGNIFICENT 
RESOURCES, Extra Edition of the Sixth Annual Report 
(Helena: Independent Publishing; 1899)--title and 
p. 4. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"Oro y Plata" (official motto) 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT (Helena: Independent Publishing; 
1900)--full section (pp. 4-20) of promotional/informa
tional material entitled "The Treasure State"; descrip
tion of the motto (p. 4). 

--"The Land of the Silver Bow" 

THE INTERNATIONAL CYCLOPAEDIA, Vol. X (New York: 
Dodd, Mead; 1900)--revision of the 1885 edition. 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
EIGHTH REPORT (Helena: Independent Publishing; 1902). 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
NINTH REPORT (Helena: ~·E.·; 1904). 

--no references · 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
TENTH REPORT (Helena: Independent Publishing; 1907). 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
ELEVENTH REPORT (Helena: ~·E.·; 1909). 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Department of Publicity, Bureau of Agriculture, 
Labor and Industry, MONTANA (Helena: Department; 1909)-
textual references, e.g., pp. 1 (title) and 40 (title). 

--no references 

Montana Bureau of Agriculture,. Labor, and Industry, 
TWELFTH REPORT (Helena: Independent Publishing; 1911), 
Parts I and II. 



NICKNAMES: 3 

1912: --"The Treasure State" 

1914: 

1915: 

1916: 

1917: 

1918: 

1919: 

Montana Department of :Publicity, Bureau of Agriculture, 
Labor and .Industry, MONTANA .(Helena: Department; 1912)-
textual references, e.g., Foreward; pp. 1 (title) and 
4. 

--no references 

Montana Department of Agriculture and Publicity, THE 
RESOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF MONTANA, 1914 (Helena: 
Department; 1914). 

--"The Treasure State'' 

Montana Department of Agriculture and Publicity, THE 
RESOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF MONTANA (Helena: Depart
ment; 1915)--textual references (e.g., p. 5--title) and 
top, righthand headnotes throughout. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Department of Agriculture and Publicity, 
RESOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF MONTANA (Helena: Depart
ment; 1916)--top, righthand headnotes throughout. 

--no references 

Montana Department of Agriculture and Publicity, RE
SOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF MONTANA: "THE LAND OF 
OPPORTUNITY," 1917 (Helena: Department; 1917). 

--"The Treasure State'' 

Montana Department of Agriculture and Publicity, 
RESOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF MONTANA: "THE LAND OF 
OPPORTUNITY," 1918 (Helena: Department; 1918)--textual 
references (e.g., p. 5--title). 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Switzerland of America" 

Montana Department of Agriculture and Publicity, RE
SOURCES OF MONTANA: "THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY," 1919 
(Helena: Department; 1919)--textual references (e.g., 
p. 5--title); the "Switzerland" nickname is applied 
(p. 12) to the whole state, not just to Glacier 
National Park. 

--"Oro y Plata" · 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1919 (although this was recognized 
as the state motto, the ALMANAC ran it as the state 
nickname). 



NICKNAMES: 4 

1920: --no references 

1921: 

1922: 

1923: 

1924: 

1925: 

Montana Department of Agriculture and Publicity, THE 
RESOURCES OF MONTANA: "THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY" 
(Helena: Department; 1920). 

--no reference 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1920-1921 (although it did pull its 
1919 citation of the state motto as the state nickname). 

--no reference 

Montana Department of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
MONTANA: THE TOURIST EDITION (Helena: Department; 1921); 
although no nickname is used, the phrase ''Montana: 
Vacation Land" is run in the border pattern on each page. 

--"The Stub Toe State" (aka "The Stubtoe State") 
.... -~'The Bonanza State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1922. 

--"The Stub Toe State'' 
--''The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1923. 

--no reference 

Montana Department of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
MONTANA: INDUSTRIAL RESOURCE EDITION (Helena: Department; 
1923). 

--no reference 

In the Montana Historical Society 1Library's run of 
annual updates to the ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA, for the 
years 1923 through 1933, the "Montana" entry shows no 
state nickname--although some other states do show 
nicknames. 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
--"The Bonanza State'' 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1924. 

-- "The Stub Toe State'' 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1925. 



NICKNAMES: 5 

1926: --"The Stub Toe State" 
--"The Bonanza State" 

1927: 

1928: 

1929: 

1930: 

1931: 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1926·. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Department of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
Division of Publicity, MONTANA: RESOURCES AND OPPOR
TUNITIES EDITION, Vol. I, #1 (Helena: Department; 1926)-
textual references (e.g., p. 11--title). 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1927 . 

.... -"Montana--the Treasure and Pleasure State" 

Letterhead of the Montana Stock and Bond Company, 
Butte. 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
- .... "The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1928. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Department of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
Division of Publicity, MONTANA: RESOURCES AND OPPOR
TUNITIES EDITION, Vol. III, #2 (Helena: Department; 
1928)--textual references (e.g., p. 5). 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1929. 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1930. 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
--~'The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1931. 



NICKNAMES: 6 

1932: --"The Stub Toe State" 
- ..... "The Bonanza State" 

1933: 

1934: 

1935: 

1936: 

- .-"The Treasure State" 

--"The 
--"The 
--"The 

--uThe 

TIIE WORLD ALMANAC, 1932. 

Stub Toe State" 
Bonanza State" 
Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1933. 

Treasure State" 

Montana Department of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
Division of Publicity, MONTANA RESOURCES AND OPPOR
TUNITIES, EDITION OF 1933, Vol. VII, #3 (Helena: 
Department; 1933)--textual references (e.g., p. 3-
title). 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
.... -"The Bonanza State'' 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1934 • 

..--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1934 
(this is the first Highway Department glove-compartment 
road map held by the Montana Historical Society Library). 

--"The Stub Toe State'' 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--''The Treasure State" 

TIIE WORLD ALMANAC, 1935. 

-.-''The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains'' 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1935. 

--no reference 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1935. 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1936. 

--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1936. 



NICKNAMES: 7 

1937: 

1938: 

1939: 

1940: 

1941: 

--''The Stub Toe State'' 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1937'. 

--''The Treasure State" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1937. 

--no reference 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1937. 

--"The Stub Toe State" 
--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1938. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--~'The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"'"Hitting the High Spots in Montana" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1938. 

--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1939 (with this issue of the ALMANAC, 
the nickname of "The Stub Toe State" is dropped, never 
to reappear). 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
-...-"Out Where the West Lives On" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1939. 

--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1940. 

--"The Bonanaza State" 
..,,-"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--''Out Where the West Lives On" 
--"Roads to Romance" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1940. 

--"The Bonanza State" 
--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1941. 

--"Montana: High, Wide, and Handsome" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"We Have More Scenery Than We Can Handle by Ourselves--Come On 

Out and Help Us Look at It" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1941. 



NICKNAMES: 8 

1942: ........ "The Treasure State'' 

1943: 

1944: 

1945: 

1946: 

1947; 

. . . · \ .-·. 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1942 (with this issue of the ALMANAC, 
the nickname of "The B~nanza State" is dro_E..pedi never to 
reappear; from this point to the present /1989/, the 
only nickname that appears in the ALMANAC9 s a~nual issues 
is "The Treasure State"). 

--"The Treasure State'' 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"Montana: The Alluring and Soul-Satisfying" 
--"Travel Strengthens America" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1942 
(the Montana Historical Society Library's collection of 
state highway maps includes here a gap for the years 
1943 through 1946; it is most likely that no maps were 
published during these war years). 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1943-1944. 

--"The Treasure State'' 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1943. 

-- ''The Treasure State'' 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1944. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1945-1946. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1945. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Department of Agriculture, Labor, and Industry, 
MONTANA AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS (Helena: Department; 
1946)--in the Introduction by Governor Sam C. Ford, 
p. ii. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1946. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1947. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"Montana: It Beckons--Satisfy That Urge" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1947 • 



-
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(194 7): --"The Treasure State'' 

1948: 

1949: 

1950: 

1951: 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1947. 

--"Montana: High, Wide and Handsome" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--Montana: It Beckons--Satisfy That Urge" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1948. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1948. 

--no reference 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1949. 

_.-"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"Montana: It Beckons--Satisfy That Urge" 
--"The Nation's Playground" 
--"The Land of Shining Opportunity" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1949. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1949. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1950. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains'' 
--"Magnificent Montana" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1950. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1950 (this is the first instance, since state 
license plates were issued in 1914, that a nickname 
shows up on license plates; an outline of the State 
of Montana first appears in 1933--and it runs to the 
present). 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1950. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"Friendly Montana" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1951. 
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(1951): ..-.-"The Treasure State" 

1952: 

1953: 

1954: 

1955: 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1951. 

-"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1951. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1952-1953. 

--''The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1952. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"Majestic Montana" 
........ "'You Will See More in Montana" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1953. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1953. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1953. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1954-1955. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"You Will See More in Montana" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1954. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1954. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1955. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1955. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1955. 
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1956: --"The Treasure State" 

1957: 

1958: 

1959: 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1956-1957. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Bonanza State'' 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA, Vol. XIX (edition for 1956). 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1956. 

-.- ''The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1956. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1957 . 

.. ~ 
--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1957. 

--"The Treasure State" 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA YEARBOOK for 1957. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1957. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1958-1959. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1958. 

--"The Treasure State" 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA YEARBOOK for 1958. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1958. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1959. 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1959. 
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(1959): ..!..!-"The Treasure State" 

1960: 

1961: 

1962: 

1963: 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA YEARBOOK for 1959. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1959. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1960-1961. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1960. 

--"The Treasure State" 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA YEARBOOK for 1960. 

--"The Treasure State" .... 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1960. 

--"The Treasure State'' 
--"The Vacationer's Paradise" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1961. 

--"The Treasure State" 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA YEARBOOK for 1961. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1961. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"Montana: High, Wide, and Handsome" 
--"Everything To Do ••• And Beauty Too" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1962 
(this is the first road map on which ''Big Sky Country" 
replaces "Treasure State"). 

--"The Treasure State" 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA YEARBOOK for 1962. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1962. 

--no reference 

ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA YEARBOOKS (in the run of annual
update volumes for 1963 through 1975, no state nickname 
is given for Montana). 
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(1963): 

1964: 

1965: 

1966: 

1967: 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State'' 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 
--"The Four-Season Big-Sky Vacat;lonland" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1963 
(N. b.: both "Big Sky Country'' and ''Treasure State" 
a-r:-e-used_) __ _ 

--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1963. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1963. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Big Sky Vacationland" 

.... 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1964. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1964. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Four-Season Big-Sky Vacationland'' 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1965. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1965. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"Your Four-Season Big-Sky Vacationland" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1966. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1966. 

- .... "The Big Sky Country'' 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"Your Four-Season Big Sky Vacationland" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1967. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1967 (~_.b.: this is the first .time that "Big 
Sky Country" replaces "Treasure State'' on the license 
plates). 
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(1967): --"The Treasure State'' 

1968: 

1969: 

1970: 

1971: 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1967. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1968. 

--"Big Sky Country" 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1968. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1968. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--.. ~The Treasure State" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1969. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1969. 

-- ''The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"Escape to Montana ... Where Magnificence is an Everyday 

Happening" 
--"The Four-Season Vacationland" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1970. 

--no reference 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES, 1970 (new license plates were issued in 1970, 
but I cannot determine if they carried a nickname). 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1970. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Great Escape ..• to Montana" 
--"Montana Is More Than a State of the Union--It Is a State of 

Mind" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1971. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1971. 
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19 72: -- "The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 

1973: 

1974: 

1975: 

--"Montana--Between Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1972. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1972. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
- -"Montana--Between Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks" 
--"Montana: A Four-Season Playground'' 
--"Montana: The Great Escape" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1973. 

--no reference 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
~ PLATES, 1973 {new license plates were issued in 1973, 

but I cannot determine if they carried a nickname). 

---"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1973. 

-.-"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"Montana--Between Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1974. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE BOOK OF THE STATES, 1974-1975. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1974. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Last of the Big Time Splendors" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1975. 

--no reference 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES (new U.S. Bicentennial license plates were 
issued in 1975, but I cannot determine if they 
carried a nickname}. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1975. 
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1976: --"The Treasure State" 

1977: 

1978: 

1979: 

1980: 

1981: 

--"Montana--Land of History and Adventure" 
--"Montana--The Seeing and Doing Country" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1976. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1976. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Last of the Big Time Splendors" 
--"Montana--Big as All Outdoors" 

Montana Highway Connnission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1977. 

--''The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1977. 

--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Last of the Big Time Splendors" 
--"Montana--Big as All Outdoors" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1978. 

--''The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1978. 

--"The Big Sky State" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"The Last of the Big Time Splendors" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1979. 

--''The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1979. 

--"The Big Sky Country" 
--''The Treasure State" 
--"The Last of the Big Time Splendors" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1979-
1980. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1980. 

--"The Big Sky" 
--"The Treasure State" 
--"Montana--the Four-Season Vacationland" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1981-
1982. 
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(1981): --"The Treasure State'' 

1982: 

1983: 

1984: 

1985: 

1986: 

1987: 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1981. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1982. 

--"The Big Sky" 
--"The Treasure State" · 
--"Montana--the Four-Season Vacationland" 
--"Montana: Naturally Inviting" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1983-
1984. 

--''The Treasure State" 
--"The Big Sky Country" 
--"The Land of Shining Mountains" 

THE HAMMOND ALMANAC, 1983. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1983. 

--"The Treasure State'' 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1984. 

--"The Big Sky" 
--"Montana--Naturally Inviting" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1985-
1986. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1985. 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1986. 

--"The Big Sky" 
--"Montana--Naturally Inviting" 

Montana Highway Conunission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1987-
1988. 

--"The Treasure State'' 

TIIE WORLD ALMANAC, 1987. 
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1988: --no reference 

1989: 

Montana Registrar of Motor Vehicles, STATE LICENSE 
PLATES {optional Centenqial license plates issued 
1988ff.; carry no nickname). 

--"The Treasure State" 

THE WORLD ALMANAC, 1988. 

--"Montana--Unspoiled, Unforgettable'' 

Montana Tourism Advisory Council competition winner. 

--"Hitting the High Spots in Montana" 

Montana Highway Commission, STATE HIGHWAY MAP, 1989-
1990 {cover of map is a reprint of the cover/slogan 
from the 1938 map). 
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